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Abstract

A BSTRACT
The present work shows the benefits associated with a postponement strategy and proposes a decision
making framework that aids companies in their choice between Make-To-Stock and Assemble-To-Order at
a location closer to the target market. An accompanying analysis tool is created with the purpose of
ultimately identifying the costs and benefits associated with postponement. The tool applies principles of
the Normative Cost Model proposed by Zinn and Bowersox (1988) and includes a demand forecasting and
inventory replenishment feature.
The model is applied to the supply chain of professional luminaires. The mathematical model employed
within the support tool confirms previous findings related to the cost benefits of component commonality
and validates the hypotheses formulated in regards to the financial benefits associated with postponement.
Based on the results yielded by the model, recommendations for model extensions and further research
are formulated.
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E XECUTIVE S UMMARY
Today’s customers have more than ever the privilege of deciding between an increasingly wide array of
industrial and consumer products that satisfies their continuously evolving needs and tastes. In an attempt
to meet demand for customized products, while manufacturing for the global market and keeping up with
rapid technology advancements, companies are facing the difficult task of managing a broad product
portfolio and minimize the costs triggered by product variety. Several approaches to tackle the operational
challenges have been developed, but none of them has been as successful as postponement.
Despite an increased interest from the academic and professional world in the topic of postponement, a
literature study on the topic reveals that there are still many open questions concerning the circumstances
in which postponement should be implemented. Moreover, there are very few guidelines aiding companies
to decide which product families are more suitable for postponement and the steps the organization needs
to traverse in the practical implementation of postponement are not yet clear. The present thesis comes
to bridge this gap in the scientific literature and proposes a theoretical framework for postponement
decision making, as depicted in Figure 1.

Assessing the
Suitability of
Postponement
Implementation

Deciding on
the Form of
Postponement

Investigation on
the
Prerequisites for
Postponement

Time vs. Form
Postponement

Applying
Principles of
Design for
Postponement

• Process Design
Changes
• Product
Design
Changes
• Modularity

Performing a
Financial
Analysis

Postpone
or
Anticipate

• Normative
Cost Models
• As-Is vs. To-Be
Comparison

Figure 1: Framework for Postponement Decisions

The theoretical framework builds upon existing research and proposes a five step approach to
postponement decisions. In first instance, internal and external company characteristics are identified to
evaluate whether postponement is a suitable production strategy. The second step moves the focus on the
product family under postponement consideration; based on its respective supply chain features, the most
appropriate form of postponement is selected. Before making an assessment of the effects of
postponements, a few design principles are to be considered. These principles concern the optimization of
the production process and its standardization, as well as the optimization of product configurations to
ensure a maximum degree of component commonality. Last but not least, a financial analysis based on Zinn
and Bowersox’ Normative Cost Models (1988) is performed. A comparison of yielded financial measures
for the current and future production policy can indicate whether a postponement strategy is profitable.
By evaluating the outcomes of all of these steps, the final step is to decide whether to postpone or
anticipate.
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Executive Summary

For the financial analysis, a software support tool is created to help companies process existing data and
compute the variable costs that are influenced by postponement. The tool incorporates a demand
forecasting model and an inventory replenishment model that aims to satisfy a predefined customer service
level. The tool’s universal character means that it can be utilized with very few alterations in an array of
industries and companies, helping managers obtain valuable insights on the costs and benefits associated
with postponement.
The theoretical framework has been applied within a company from the lighting industry. The scope of the
research endeavor is delimited to two product families that are currently manufactured in China and that
have a high degree of component commonalty. The goal of the investigation was to determine if postponing
the final assembly to a location closer to the European market is feasible and financially sound. The results
of the analysis indicate that assembly postponement benefits the Lighting Company. The software support
tool validates existing assumptions on the diminishing of inventory related costs under a postponement
strategy.
However, some aspects need to be considered before postponed assembly is implemented in practice.
Low-intensive labor products with higher unit value are to be prioritized. Furthermore, several product
design changes should be made so that components can be sub-assembled in compact vanilla boxes
(Swaminathan and Tayur, 1998) before being transported from China to the European assembly location.
This process not only results in less volume of transported components, but also lowers production times.
Packaging of materials is to be optimized in order to be able to efficiently stack components for
intercontinental transportation. Finally, an analysis of the existing logistics service providers needs to be
made as to identify the assembly partners located as close to the core market as possible and which offer
finals assembly services at a low labor cost.
To conclude, the present work has both theoretical and practical relevance. The novelty of the proposed
framework delivers design artefact to guide the process of implementing postponement and is a pathway
for further research on the topic of postponement. The software support tool can be used as a powerful
instrument to gain managerial insights on the variable costs associated with postponement in the lighting
industry. However, the model construction conveys it universality; by modifying existing features and
extending the tool to include further relevant variables, the tool can be easily used in other discrete
manufacturing industries.
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1 I NTRODUCTION
Under the influence of globalization, changing customer needs and technology advancements, offering a
wide product pallet has grown in the last decades to become a source of competitive advantage on the
marketplace. As one of the key strategies to capture the benefits of product variety and minimize
drawbacks resulting from managing a larger assortment, postponement has gained the most momentum.
However, despite the extensive interest from the academia on the topic, some questions remain open and
spark interest for further research. The aim of this thesis project is to bridge a gap in the scientific literature
and gain additional managerial insights related to the implementation of postponement strategies.
Before discussing the costs and benefits associated with postponement, it is crucial to first understand how
the decision to switch the production policy from Make-To-Stock to a postponed Assemble-To-Order
strategy is taken in the first place. In the context of a varied pallet of products, the scientific literature seems
not to dispose of any methodology that helps identify postponement contenders from an existing product
portfolio. This gap has already been partly identified by Wemmerlöv (1984), who raised the question of the
nature of circumstances that determine a company to embrace an ATO practice. The same author also
wondered if the financial consequences of increasing lead time and simultaneously offering a wider variety
of products can be quantified and if there are more operational vs. marketing trade-offs that need to be
identified. In spite of some scholarly efforts to clarify some of these issues, no research has yielded so far a
comprehensive decision model that resolves postponement dilemmas. Topics such as the factors that
should be considered when making a postponement decision, their weight and interaction, as well as the
actual decision making steps remain open.
These precise questions are addressed in the present research project. By incorporating the trade-offs
related to costs, delivery lead time and customer satisfaction, a decision model and complementary IT
support tool that help analyze a product line and make recommendations for postponement are
developed. The product portfolio of a company from the lighting industry is used for model validation. The
research project aims at elucidating how postponement decision are made, but also verifies if previous
findings related to the topic are universal across industries; since so far the scientific literature has relied
mostly on empirical studies performed in low-volume high-tech systems or the automotive industry, this
project is a steppingstone in determining if previously formulated conclusions hold in industries with short
product life-cycles and rapid technology advancements.
Stepping away from the scientific value, the present endeavor also has practical relevance. The application
of the principles presented in the present work to the production line of a lighting manufacturer yield
valuable insights on the topic of late customization for a specific market. Furthermore, the support tool is
a powerful instrument for making postponement decisions in the case of new product launches. Finally,
the managerial insights gathered from this research project can be extended to similar companies and
industries.

1.1 RESEARCH SET-UP
The present graduation research project is the result of a collaboration effort between TU/e and the
European branch of a Chinese lighting manufacturer, headquartered in the Netherlands. On the academic
side, the Operations, Planning, Accounting, and Control Group (OPAC) of the Department of Industrial
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Engineering & Innovation Sciences is the primary player. On the lighting company’s side, the project is
directly coordinated by the head of European operations.

Lighting
Manufacturer

Operations,
Planning,
Accounting, and
Control Group
(OPAC)

European
Operations
Department

Support Framework
for Delayed Product
Differentiation
Decisions
in the Lighting
Industry

Figure 2: Collaboration Structure of the Graduation Project

The research endeavor is divided into three parts: a literature review on the topic of postponement and
Assemble-To-Order, a research proposal and the present final thesis. Throughout all of the stages of the
research project the parties maintain close contact to ensure constant information exchange, as well as a
balanced mix of scientific and practical insights on the research topic.

1.2 SCOPE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT
From an operations perspective, the topic of late customization is vast and complex and, in the case of the
investigated company, involves three entities: the Chinese production facilities, the European branch and
the additional assembly unit at a location in Europe. The complexity of the customization process steered
by this triad made the delimitation of the project scope particularly challenging.
With the aim of tackling a relevant issue for the company involved, developing a decision making framework
and an accompanying support tool to aid decisions regarding late customization was chosen as scope of
the project. If the steps in the decision making process are determined based on insights of previous
scientific research, the support tool is developed based on both the available literature, and expert subject
matter’s input as well as the practical knowledge existent in the Lighting Company.
The Chinese Branch of
the Lighting Company

The European Office of
the Lighting Company

Final Assembly
Plant (European
location TBD)
Figure 3: Scope of the Research Project
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The support tool combines available data from the Lighting Company Europe and the final assembly plant
under one platform: based on available demand and product information, the European branch chooses
the product lines that are contenders for postponement and provides relevant data; the assembly plant
transmits information about its capacity, capabilities and local costs; finally, the tool acts as mediator
between the two entities, aggregates this information and gives a final recommendation on whether the
postponement proposal is financially feasible.

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The research design of the present project tries to answer a primary research question: How does a decision
making process to switch from Make-To-Stock to Assemble-To-Order at an assembly location closer to the
customer look like? To support the main research question, sub-questions structured based on the
configuration of the research design are formulated.
Preliminary Analysis
RQ1: Why is delayed product differentiation in an Assemble-To-Order environment an alternative to MakeTo-Stock for the Lighting Company?
This question aims at identifying the context in which the topic of postponement rose at the Lighting
Company and is the first step towards practical application of the proposed framework. By analyzing the
lighting industry, as well as the company itself, alongside its strengths and weaknesses, it can be
determined if the Lighting Company is a contender for delayed product differentiation.
RQ2: What prerequisites for delayed product differentiation are identified by the relevant scientific and
professional literature?
To be able to answer this question, a literature review on the topics of ATO and postponement is performed
with the purpose of gaining a better understanding of the more restricted concept of delayed product
differentiation in an ATO environment. This discovery process includes the identification of industry-,
company- and product-specific factors that speak in favor of postponement, in general, and a delayed
product differentiation strategy, in particular. These core factors ultimately become prerequisites for
postponement strategies and correspond to the steps in the decision making framework.
Conceptual Design
RQ3: How does the current luminaire production system look like at the Lighting Company and what
process design principles does the company need to apply to ensure postponement efficiency?
Assuming that the characteristics of the Lighting Company qualifies it for the implementation of a delayed
product differentiation strategy, RQ3 addressed the first category of postponement design principles,
namely the production process design changes. In this phase, the luminaire production process is mapped,
the topics of process standardization and re-sequencing are discussed and the optimal point of
customization is determined.
RQ4: What product design principles does the company need to apply to ensure postponement efficiency?
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Following up on the previous research question, product design principles are being analyzed. Topics such
as product modularity and standardized or shared components are of the highest relevance, since they
determine if delayed product differentiation is a sound strategy in the context of the current product
configuration. If the Lighting Company needs to alter this configuration to capture more of the benefits
associate with postponement, this research question determines what these alterations should be.
Detailed Design and Implementation
RQ5: How would an optimum delayed product differentiation strategy look like at the Lighting Company?
This question relates to practical aspects of a delayed product differentiation strategy, including not just
practicalities related to the new assembly location, but also organizational changes.
RQ7: What would be an optimal component replenishment strategy for a system under delayed product
differentiation?
This research questions investigates how the current replenishment strategy performs in the context of
delayed product differentiation. By simulating how the production process would look like in time and
measuring stock fluctuation and other financial measures, a financial analysis is ultimately made to assess
the efficiency of a postponement strategy.
RQ8: Is delayed product differentiation a financially sound strategy for the Lighting Company?
By using an extension of the Normative Costs Model and incorporating all the measures obtained from the
simulation of inventory replenishment, an IT support tool helps determine whether postponement offers
monetary advantages against the current MTS strategy of the Lighting Company.
Evaluation
RQ9: Is delayed product differentiation a value-adding strategy for the Lighting Company?
This final question tackles the issue of whether financial benefits prime over other benefits that might result
from postponement. It also discusses potential pitfalls of a delayed product differentiation strategy and
possible improvements to the proposed setup.
RQ10: Should the Lighting Company implement postponement?
One last evaluation of the results of the postponement framework should lead to a conclusion regarding
the feasibility of implementing a postponement strategy at the Lighting Company and give a
recommendation on whether the company should or should not implement it.
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1.4 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
To answer the research questions, the research
project proposes a combination of nonexperimental
(qualitative) and quasi-experimental research
designs (cf. Marczyk et al., 2005, pp. 144).

Empirical
Approach
Replication

The research primarily applies a single-subject casestudy approach: the researchers do an in-depth
examination of the involved company (the Lighting
Company), formulate recommendations and (partly)
generalize them to other organizations/industries.
From a general perspective, the project follows a
scientific method which can be described through its
components, as depicted in Figure 4 (cf. Marczyk et
al., 2005, pp. 5).
On a more detailed level, the methodology of the
present research project includes both quantitative
and qualitative methods, which will be described in
the following sections.

Conclusions

Observations

Scientific
Method

Analyses

Questions

Hypotheses
Research
Studies

Figure 4: Components of the Scientific Method
(Source: Marczyk et al., 2005, pp. 5)

1.4.1 Q UALITATIVE M ETHODS
Especially relevant in the incipient phase of the project is the qualitative approach. Concretely, this
approach relies on observations without formal measurement and a subjective assessment of opinions of
the Lighting Company’s employees collected during interviews. The data collected in this phase serves as
grounds to formulate hypotheses.
Observation is a commonly used research method that implies directly watching the environment,
objectively reflecting on the current situation and performing careful and accurate measurements (Marczyk
et al., 2005, p. 6). Within the project, this method is particularly useful for observing and mapping the
luminaire production process, as well as the operations taking place at the current warehouse location in
Rotterdam and at possible cooperation partners for the final assembly of luminaires in Europe.
In order to broaden the specter of information, interviews are necessary as a complementary quantitative
method to expand the amount of information collected. The interview method implies collecting oralverbal responses of participants, either personally or through telephone (Kothari, 2004, p. 97). For the
present project, both structured and unstructured interviews are carried out (Kothari, 2004, p. 98).
Structured interviews are performed with employees of the Chinese branch of the Lighting Company, since
they guarantee a maximum gain of targeted information from the interviewed experts, in a minimum
amount of time. The interviews are a chance to get direct input on what the plant management in China
sees as the benefits of postponement implementation, as well as to collect expert information on how the
implementation would look like in practice and what aspects need to be carefully assessed in the decision
making process. The interview rounds include representatives from the R&D, procurement and quality
departments, as well as the product line manager for the products in question.
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The remaining interviews with employees of the European branch of the Lighting Company are
unstructured. The majority of them are focused interviews, in which the respondents are asked to place
emphasis on a specific topic. Since this type of interviews are particularly beneficial for the development of
hypotheses, they are performed mostly at the beginning of the project. The remaining unstructured
interviews are non-directive interviews, in which the respondents are asked to elaborate on different topics
with a minimum of direct questioning.
Last but not least, the method of publication research is applied throughout the entire duration of the
project. This method is used in two phases. In preparation of the project, relevant theoretical and practical
information published in journals, books, professional publications etc. is identified and summarized in a
literature review on the topics of ATO and postponement. Throughout the project, publication research is
continuously applied to complement the collection of company related information and give a theoretical
perspective on the research problem, as well as the formulated recommendations.

1.4.2 Q UANTITATIVE M ETHODS
The quantitative approach implies generating data that can be subsequently subjected to quantitative
analysis (Kothari, 2004, p. 5), typically using statistical techniques. In the case of the present research
endeavor, the experimental approach is employed: a set of variables representing company and product
characteristics were chosen and manipulated in such a way to observe how they influence other variables,
i.e. company performance. Based on these outcomes, one can accept or reject the possibility of assembling
a certain product line in Europe.
The most important quantitative methods employed throughout the research project are time series
analysis and value stream mapping. More details on all the quantitative methods used will be provided
throughout the body of the present thesis.

1.5 LAYOUT OF THE THESIS
The remainder thesis is structured as followed: Chapter 2 introduces the Lighting Company, as well as its
position within the lighting industry. It elaborates on how the industry has evolved over time and on the
internal and external factors that have generated the need for the present research project. The following
chapter provides an understanding on the topics of postponement and hybrid push-pull systems through
a succinct literature review. Building upon these concepts, Chapter 4 proposes a framework for
postponement decision making, which is then applied to the Lighting Company in Chapter 5. The final
chapter draws conclusions on the present research project and formulates recommendations for further
research.
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2 T HE L IGHTING C OMPANY
2.1 COMPANY DESCRIPTION
The “Lighting Company” is a Chinese multinational lighting manufacturer with headquarters in Shanghai,
China. Founded in the 90s, the Lighting Company started off as a manufacturer of ceiling lights and compact
fluorescent lamps (CFLs). Nowadays, the Lighting Company has grown to become market leader in lighting
in China in terms of revenue and its sales and service currently cover over 50 countries worldwide.
The company’s strong commitment to research and development has helped the expansion process. The
Lighting Company has a strong innovation focus, which has led to a significant expansion and diversification
of the product portfolio. The company now offers a wide array of products and services, ranging from
consumer electrical appliances to professional products employing LED technology.
In 2014, the Lighting Company opened its European office. The management team sees good opportunities
to establish the brand also on the European lighting market. With the local presence of experienced staff,
within a year the Lighting Company has developed commercial relations on all major European markets.
The Lighting Company’s current philosophy is based on offering innovative, quality products at competitive
prices. A complete product portfolio and European local stock for quick availability, as well as emphasis on
high quality customer service enrich the company’s value proposition. The European branch relies on a
very dynamic team that manages the branch a startup, but with a strong parent in China behind it. Set on
such a strong foundation, the Lighting Company Europe aims to achieve double sales y.o.y. until 2020.

2.2 THE COMPANY’S POSITION WITHIN THE LIGHTING INDUSTRY
In the last half a century, the lighting industry has witnessed a revolution. The commercialization of the first
light emitting diode (LED) in 1960 marked the beginning of a shift from traditional light bulbs to solid-state
lighting (SSL). As certain market niches followed specific technology and process trajectories, their
protective space has led to path-breaking innovations that, in turn, have stimulated SSL research:
improvements of the upstream component manufacturing technology have sunk costs, efficiency has
improved, and white-light emission techniques crucial for general illumination have been developed
(Sanderson and Simons, 2014). The “underlying see-saw” dynamics between 1970 and 2000, meaning a
series of technological advancements pulled by the promise of new markets and new markets created by
technological advance, has led to the booming of LED technology: in this period LED output had increased
by 20% p.a., while costs had diminished at a yearly rate of 30%. This trend is known as Haitz’s law and
suggested at the end of the 90s a convergence with traditional lighting by 2010-2015 (Haitz et al., 1999).
The success of the Lighting Company owes also to the early adoption of this new powerful technology.

2.2.1 G ROWTH OF T HE L IGHTING M ARKET
To understand how the company has grown and what potential lies ahead of it, it is important to have a
look at how the lighting market has and will grow in the future.
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The Lighting Company

Haitz’s initial projections were slightly diverted by certain macroeconomic factors. As a result of Europe’s
debt crisis and the global financial crisis the number of new installations and, implicitly, the sales of
luminaires, have decreased. Furthermore, worldwide stringent energy efficient regulations promote more
light efficient sources (such as LED) and define the future product portfolio. Finally, government actions
directed at limiting certain energy sources (e.g. nuclear) redefine the energy mix and create demand for
more sustainable products that reduce overall energy demand (BCG, 2016; McKinsey, 2012).
Together with a much faster erosion of LED
prices than anticipated, these factors have
led McKinsey to make a series of analysis
and predictions back in 2012. In terms of
market growth, the global lighting market
was expected to grow annually by 3% after
2015 and reach a total revenue of € 100
billion in 2020 (Figure 6) – predictions that
were later supported by BCG (BCG, 2016).
According to McKinsey, the dominant
Figure 5: Global lighting product market trend by sector
lighting sector in 2020 will remain general
(in € billions; source: McKinsey 2012)
lighting, which is expected to grow from €
55 billion in 2011 (75% of the total lighting market) to € 83 billion in 2020. General lighting includes
electronics (drivers and modules), lamps, consumer and professional luminaires, the last three being also
end-items commercialized by the Lighting Company. Within this sector, although sales of LED lamps are
expected to grow, reaching almost € 8.5 billion in 2020, the profit margins remain very weak. In the
professional segment - the largest segment accounting for about 40% of the market - sales are expected to
grow at a rate of 4 to 5% p.a., with revenues reaching € 58 billion in 2020; LED luminaires will at that point
make up for 80% of the professional market (BGC, 2016).

Figure 6: LED value-based market share by
sector (in percent; source: McKinsey, 2012)

Concerning the development of LED lighting, its low energy
consumption, durability and versatility will lead to
incremental market share gain from ca. 40% in 2016 to over
60% in 2020 (BCG, 2016). The LED market value will be about
€ 64 billion in 2020, a value that accounts for the accelerated
price erosion. Out of the possible applications of general
lighting, architectural is an early adopter of LED technology:
due to new products like media facades and entertainment
lighting, its LED market share is expected to reach 90% by
2020. However, residential is expected to rapidly catch up,
the LED market share in this segment being forecasted to
exceed 70% by 2020 (McKinsey, 2012). These foreseen
developments already give some indications on how the
Lighting Company’s market share and demand can evolve in
the future, as well as which segments the company should
focus its development efforts on.
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Figure 7a: LED lighting market size1 by lighting application, incl. lighting system control components (€ billions)
Figure 7b: LED lighting value-based market share1 by general lighting application, excl. lighting system control
components (percent; source McKinsey, 2012)

In terms of regional distribution, North America and Europe are the biggest markets: BCG estimates the
two markets account for ca. 45% of the lighting market (BCG, 2016). However, driven by economic
expansion and a growth in the overall living standards, Asia is expected to be the biggest lighting market in
2020 with a share of 45%, but also to dominate the LED transition as a consequence of the rapid LED
adoption in China (“the LED dragon”) and Japan. These prognoses are especially favorable for the Lighting
Company and its leadership position on the Chinese market.

2.2.2 D EVELOPMENT OF

THE

M ARKET ’ S S TRUCTURE

The tipping point towards a new generation of lighting products with a completely different scientific and
technological origin and architecturally different in components and assembly is not only increasing the
complexity of the industry, but it is also fragmenting the lighting market and progressively causing a change
in industry leadership. Innovative market entrants take over the mainstream market in a phenomenon
similar to Schumpeter’s “creative destruction” (Schumpeter, 1942).
Traditional lighting manufacturers such as Philips, Osram-Sylvania, and General Electric (GE) have so far
been fairly successful in transitioning to the new technology. In an attempt to compete with start-ups,
understand the local product requirements and maintain market leadership, they have found as a solution
to expand their absorptive capacity externally, vertically integrate alongside the value chain and create
consortia and joint ventures together with e.g. semiconductor or light engine manufacturers (i.a. Unger,
2011). While GE has already started producing its own LED circuit boards, both Siemens (Osram) and Philips
have chosen to separate their lighting business unit from the core business to ensure better a better
response to the market and higher profitability (IHS, 2015; Yu, 2015).
Nevertheless, whether these companies’ leadership position will be maintained remains to be seen. In fact,
the market has already undergone a “shakeout”; since 2005 the number of companies entering the SSL
market has boomed, also partly due to national policies (e.g. in U.S., Japan or Taiwan) that support the
development of indigenous manufacturing capabilities (Sanderson and Simons, 2014).
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At the same time, new markets are emerging. The pallet of SSL applications has developed to rage now
“from the initial red indicator lights to calculator and watch displays to (…) architectural lights, and
backlights” for devices (Sanderson and Simons, 2014). Ultimately, in an innovative environment fostered
by the cooperation of companies and institutions such as universities, new features and architectures that
are completely unforeseeable and, at the same time, revolutionary for the current capabilities will follow.
In this setting, protecting profits from new technologies is getting more and more difficult. Traditional
patent acquisition is no longer sufficient. Shorter lead times, learning curves, complementary
manufacturing, marketing, and service efforts, and keeping process innovations secret are now the key to
maintaining competitiveness (Levin et al., 1987; Cohen et al., 2000). In this dynamic market it comes as no
surprise that the Lighting Company is concentrating its efforts less on developing new technologies and
more on optimizing its operations. In an attempt to do so, the present graduation project came to life.

2.3 BACKGROUND HISTORY OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT
As sales in Europe really took off in 2015, the Lighting Company Europe was confronted with its first
operational drawbacks. The Lighting Company Europe currently sources finished products (luminaires and
lamps) in China, resulting in a long supply chain lead time of up to 12 weeks. Simultaneously, the expected
customer delivery lead time on the professional lighting market (the Lighting Company’s primary target
group in Europe) is, in fact, 1-2 days, meaning that the Lighting Company Europe is obliged to keep its entire
product pallet on stock. In the context of the long lead time from China the little history available,
forecasting weeks in advance of customer orders is highly problematic.
To contribute to this already challenging planning environment, the professional lighting market centers in
a project environment, where, if a tender is won by a contractor. The company thus either receives a very
large order or no orders at all (“1 or 0 problem”), which makes forecasting on SKU level difficult in itself.
Last but not least, the company’s technology is exclusively LED based. The tremendous interest for LED
products facilitates rapid product development of products with an average economic lifetime of only nine
months before becoming obsolete. This last factor puts yet another strain on the Lighting Company’s
planning team that has to ensure that stocks are fully depleted before the products become obsolete and
they need to either be scrapped or sold at a discount price.
Altogether, the above circumstances are considered by the Lighting Company Europe a “toxic mix” from a
supply chain point of view. The difficulties the company is facing in the demand forecasting process often
cause either excess inventory and thus high overall inventory levels with a high risk of becoming obsolete
or product shortages that reflect in either lower customer service or high rush costs. To cope with this
challenge, the Lighting Company decided to investigate the possibility of sourcing from China either semifinished products that will be late customized in Europe, or subassemblies that will be assembled to finished
products. Together with TU/e and Rotterdam School of Management (RSM), the company wants to develop
a business case which should answer the questions of whether such a solution is from and end-to-end
perspective beneficial and, if so, where should the final assembly take place, who should the company
partner up with to implement this and what would the organizational impact be.
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3 L ITERATURE R EVIEW
The economic world is irrefutably witnessing an explosion in variety of industrial and consumer products
(Desai et al., 2001). The necessity to create products that meet local needs in spite of globalization, the
dynamics of evolving customer needs and demand, as well as fast technology advancements resulting in
shorter product life cycles are all factors that have contributed to the increase in product variety.
Furthermore, product variety does not manifest in isolation, but proliferates along the key supply chain
steps of a product, as depicted in Figure 8 (Lee and Billington, 1994).

Manufacturing

Integration

Customization

Localization

Packaging

Figure 8: The Product Variety Proliferation Tree (Source: Lee and Billington, 1994)

In a continuous battle to satisfy customer demand for highly customized products, develop capabilities to
deliver these products within an ever shorter delivery lead time and, at the same time, minimize the costs
resulting from high product variety, companies have tried to adopt more efficient production strategies
(Feitzinger and Lee, 1996). One of these implies product and process redesign (e.g. modular design) that
can ameliorate the negative effects of amplified product variety: by integrating the design process within
the supply chain operations, companies manage to gain control over the extent of product variety
(Swaminathan and Lee, 2003; Swaminathan and Tayur, 1998). The redesign process has led to the
development of a strategy that involves the maximum delay of product differentiation - a concept known
as “postponement” (Lee and Billington, 1994).

3.1 THE POSTPONEMENT CONCEPT
In practice, postponement often translates into incorporating the commonality of the components at the
design phase and making use of its benefits in the final assembly phase, typically in an Assemble-to-Order
(ATO) manufacturing environment that is capable to flexibly respond to fluctuating customer demand. This
approach is particularly useful when product performance or perceived customer value are not affected,
but savings in design and manufacturing are still attainable (Desai et al., 2001).
The notion of delayed product differentiation or postponement of differentiation was first introduced to the
marketing literature by Wroe Alderson in 1950 as a way of ensuring the efficiency of basic marketing
processes (Lee and Billington, 1994; Lee and Tang, 1997; Swaminathan and Lee, 2003). The author defined
the concept as the principle by which changes in form, identity, or location of the product, performed with
the purpose of fulfilling certain customer needs related to size, color, customized features or purchasing
location and meeting their requirements (“product differentiation”), occur in an optimal sequence and at
the latest possible point in the marketing flow and time, respectively (Alderson, 1950).
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Following the same principles, today’s postponement is the strategy of applying common processes to all
work-in-process (WIP) in the initial phases of production and only customizing the generic product by
means of specialized processes or components at the latest possible point in time to create different final
products. This point in time is called the point of product differentiation (Cheng et al., 2010; Lee and
Billington, 1994; Zinn, 1990). In terms of location, the point of product differentiation is placed as further
downstream in the supply network or as closer to the customer as possible. This relative location of the
point of product differentiation defines then the level of postponement (Lee and Billington, 1994).
Postponement implies redesigning the production process in such a way that the point of product
differentiation is delayed as much as possible (Lee and Billington, 1994), the flexibility to handle uncertain
demand is maximized (Swaminathan and Lee, 2003), and inventory for the same target service level is
minimized (Lee and Tang, 1997). Consequently, postponement has gained popularity as a type of mass
customization strategy widely adopted in numerous industries.
In the context of the product variety proliferation structure (Figure 8), a widely accepted classification of
proposes two categories of postponement strategies: time and form postponement (Zinn and Bowersox,
1988; Lee and Billington, 1994).
Time postponement is the strategy of delaying the forward shipment of goods. This can happen either by
moving products from manufacturing plants to regional warehouses/distribution centers, reseller or even
the customer site only in response to customer orders or performing the various product differentiation
tasks (i.e. manufacturing, integration, customization, localization and/or packaging) as late in time as
possible, possibly at a location closer to the customer than the manufacturing facility (Zinn and Bowersox,
1988; Lee and Billington, 1994). In practice, time postponement could translate, for example in a switch
from make-to-stock (MTS) to build-to-order (BTO; Zinn, 1990).
Form postponement, also known as late customization or delayed product differentiation (Ngniatedema et
al, 2015), refers to delaying the downstream activities that are responsible for giving the final product its
identity, in concordance to customer demand (Blecker and Abdelkafi, 2006). It implies maximum
standardization of the upstream processes and, at times, of the components required in these steps, in
order to defer the point of product differentiation as much as possible (Zinn and Bowersox, 1988). This
practice has led to modularization and standardization of the production process, which ease the redesign.
The process itself can be visualized as a removal of the branches related to early processes in the product
variety proliferation tree (see Figure 9).

Manufacturing

Integration

Customization

Localization

Packaging

Figure 9: Product Variety Proliferation Tree under Form Postponement (Source: Lee and Billington, 1994)
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Form postponement can be encountered at four different stages of the production process, resulting in
four postponement subcategories (Zinn and Bowersox 1988; Zinn, 1990):






Labeling Postponement
Packaging Postponement
Assembly Postponement (a type of postponement first introduced by Caterpillar, who developed a
production and distribution system based on offshore manufacturing of their lift-trucks and
customization at the closest warehouse location; Cooper, 1993)
Manufacturing Postponement (especially useful when working with ubiquitous materials)

3.2 BENEFITS AND COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH POSTPONEMENT
Already from the introduction on postponement it is apparent that the concept has a series of operational
benefits related to inventory: since high safety stock levels are no longer required at every stage of the
production process (which would lead to exponential increased of inventory), the production process has
overall lower inventory levels (Blecker and Abdelkafi, 2006). Moreover, reductions in the number of
inventory misallocations reduce transportation costs (e.g. rush costs) and the fact that inventory is no
longer needed for each product variant leads to lower overall inventory carrying costs (i.a. Zinn, 1990).
However, the arguments in favor of implementing a postponement strategy do not resume to inventory
savings: further benefits include increased flexibility of the supply network, increased utilization of on-hand
capacity, higher cost effectiveness, individualization and improved customer service (Feitzinger and Lee,
1996; Lee and Billington, 1994; Swaminathan and Tayur, 1998; Zinn, 1990). Additionally, postponement
reduces marketing risk, by moving risky differentiation decisions as close to the purchasing time as possible
(Alderson, 1950; Swaminathan and Lee, 2003). In that sense, postponement fulfils the task of uncertainty
resolution and forecast improvement). Last but not least, on a strategic level, adopting a postponement
strategy is a sustainable source of competitive advantage: the efforts and organizational commitment
needed to implement it make it less desired and more difficult to copy by competitors (Zinn, 1990).
Going into detail on the cost and financial benefits directly connected to the different types of
postponement, an overview is depicted in Table 1.
Time postponement results in lower distribution costs due to safety stocks consolidation (Zinn and
Bowersox, 1988). Moreover, moving the differentiation processes closer to the customer also results in
significant savings due to the avoidance of a long transportation time between the factory and e.g. the
regional distribution center (Lee and Billington, 1994).
The benefits resulting from form postponement in terms of reduced inventory or service improvement are
in many ways very similar to the pooling effect of multi-echelon inventory systems (Lee and Tang, 1997).
Form postponement exploits the demand variance reduction by reducing the safety stock levels needed to
meet a given service level (Ngniatedema et al., 2015). Although form postponement entails assembling in
smaller batches, which may cause the unit processing costs and the unit inventory holding costs to increase,
the total amount of resulting savings compensate for these increases (Zinn, 1990). Last but not least, by
keeping products in a generic form for as long as possible, form postponement also enables customization
of goods and services in ATO systems (Ngniatedema et al., 2015; Zinn and Bowersox, 1988). However, ATO
strategies may also result in longer lead times, which may lead to higher costs of lost sales.
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Postponement Type
Time Postponement

Cost Categories
Cost Impact
Transportation costs
Increase
Inventory carrying costs
Decrease
Cost of lost sales
Increase
Labeling Postponement
Inventory carrying costs
Decrease
Processing (labeling) costs
Increase
Packaging Postponement
Transportation costs
Decrease
Inventory carrying costs
Decrease
Processing (packaging) costs
Increase
Assembly Postponement
Transportation costs
Decrease
Inventory carrying costs
Decrease
Processing (assembly) costs
Increase
Cost of lost sales
Increase
Manufacturing Postponement
Transportation costs
Decrease
Inventory carrying costs
Decrease
Processing (manufacturing) costs
Increase
Cost of lost sales
Increase
Table 1: Overview of Major Cost Trade-Offs in Postponement (Source: Zinn and Bowersox, 1988; Zinn, 1990)

(Re-)Designing for postponement also requires investment and additional processing costs that should not
be overlooked (Lee and Tang, 1997). First of all, a postponement strategy results in different fix and variable
costs for the product, which, as seen above, can go up or down, depending on the level of postponement
and the cost type. To give a further example, transportation costs are expected to decrease with a later
level of postponement, on one hand due to the nature of the transported good (components or final goods
have different freight categories) and the compacter packaging i.e. bulk packaging of semi-finished items,
on the other, which can alone lead to savings of ca. 50% of freight costs (Billington and Lee, 1994).
Another cost driver for postponement is material. In the case of time postponement it is possible to source
materials locally; in this case, both the purchasing costs and the inbound freight costs can affect the
material cost. Furthermore, the standardization of components can lead to higher material costs -although
this increase may be balanced by the benefits associated with a higher purchasing power (higher
negotiation leverage, quantity discounts; Lee and Billington, 1994).
Finally, there are a series of other costs factors that are sometimes disregarded. When postponement is
performed in another country, different customs and duties may apply. Furthermore, in the case of time
postponement, the proximity of the final processing facility means that rework or repair can occur much
faster, leading to an additional increase in customer satisfaction and lower costs for transportation and
processing. Last but not least, a new location also means additional costs related to personnel training and
quality insurance (Lee and Billington, 1994).

3.3 HYBRID PUSH-PULL MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS
Delayed differentiation strategies are typically are employed in two-stage production systems involving a
common intermediate product in the first part and a simple localization operation (typically the final
assembly) in the second part of the manufacturing process (Cheng et al., 2005). For this reason, a hybrid
push-pull production systems is the perfect production environment to couple with postponement (Atan
et al., 2016).
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There are two types of hybrid push-pull systems: make-to-order (MTO), where only components are held
in inventory, or assemble-to-order (ATO), where both components and subassemblies are made based on
forecasting and held on stock (Ari Samadhi and Hoang, 1995; Atan et al., 2016). ATO systems transform raw
materials into generic semi-finished products based on a push control and all the subsequent downstream
operations are triggered by a customer order (pull control); in contrast, all production operations in MTO
systems commence in response to a customer order (i.a. Dayanik et al., 2003, Lu and Song, 2005; Rogers
and León, 2003).
A hybrid system balances demand and supply better, thus minimizing the sum of inventory holding cost
and costs associated with delivery lead time (Ghrayeb et al., 2008), which is why it is an appealing strategy
for an array of companies. However, such systems are faced with two conflicting goals: on one hand, the
manufacturer aims to minimize the waiting time of orders until they can be assembled; on the other hand,
the total amount of component inventory and the corresponding holding costs should be minimum (Atan
et al., 2016; Dayanik et al., 2003). In practice, the competing goals translate into a tradeoff between
achievable delivery lead time, inventory holding cost and product variety (Sipper and Bulfin, 1997).
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4 F RAMEWORK

FOR

P OSTPONEMENT D ECISIONS

Although it seems that in practice managers are oftentimes driven towards a postponement strategy solely
due to monetary considerations, performing a financial analysis is not, in fact, the first step of the decision
making process. Instead, this process starts at an ever more primordial level, namely by analyzing the basic
nature of the business and its supply chain, the production processes within the company and the
configuration of the final products to see if a postponement strategy is even applicable and, if so, which
postponement strategy is appropriate and what changes need to be made internally to ensure efficiency.
Only after these steps have been covered, a final cost analysis can confirm if postponement is a suitable
strategy also from a financial perspective. This approach is depicted in Figure 10 and the following sections
will take a closer look at its different components.

Assessing the
Suitability of
Postponement
Implementation

Deciding on
the Form of
Postponement

Investigation on
the
Prerequisites for
Postponement

Time vs. Form
Postponement

Applying
Principles of
Design for
Postponement
• Process Design
Changes
• Product
Design
Changes
• Modularity

Performing a
Financial
Analysis

Postpone
or
Anticipate

• Normative
Cost Models
• As-Is vs. To-Be
Comparison

Figure 10: Framework for Postponement Decisions

4.1 ASSESSING THE SUITABILITY OF POSTPONEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
Zinn (1990) identifies two core criteria which can be used to assess the suitability of a postponement
strategy:
1. The presence of high errors in demand forecasting, which may occur due to increased product
variants or uncertainty of future market developments. The goal is to minimize transportation costs
resulting from shortages or overstock (i.e. urgent deliveries and transshipments).
2. A high unit value of products, since the very high inventory carrying costs need to be minimized.
A third additional suitability criterion is related to the characteristics of the manufacturing environment.
The scientific literature has shown that postponement can be implemented in environments where
inventory is kept after each processing stage, as well as in environments in which inventory is kept only for
finished goods (Ngniatedema et al., 2015). However, Bucklin (1965) argued that implementing
postponement in MTS environments is not only difficult, but also suboptimal for the entire supply network,
since then the risk associated with volatile demand only gets shifted towards other supply chain partners.
For this reason, a postponement strategy only becomes attractive when the customer order decoupling
point (de Kok and Fransoo, 2003) is further upstream than in the traditional MTS model.
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4.2 DECIDING ON THE FORM OF POSTPONEMENT
After concluding that the company meets all the criteria for postponement, the next step in the decision
model is to determine the concrete postponement form the company can implement. Additional internal
characteristics of the company, its products and the target market influence this decision.
Postponement Type
Labeling Postponement
Packaging Postponement
Assembly Postponement

Potentially Interested Firms
Sample Industries
Firms selling a product under several brand names
Packaged Goods
Firms selling a product under several package sizes
Packaged Goods
Firms selling products in similar but different models
Appliances
Firms selling a product whose cube is greatly reduced if
shipped unassembled
Manufacturing
Firms selling products with a high proportion of ubiquitous Beverages
Postponement
materials
Table 2: Decision Criteria for Postponement Type (Source: Zinn (1990); Zinn and Bowersox 1998)

4.3 APPLYING PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN FOR POSTPONEMENT
Embarking on a journey of implementing postponement means that the company needs to rethink the
configuration of the entire supply network and make changes in design that are crucial requirements for
the success of the endeavor (Feitzinger and Lee, 2003). Lee and Billington (1994) give some example of
principles that need to be applied at each postponement stage to ensure the cost-effectiveness of either
time or form postponement, depicted in Table 3 below.
Postponement Stage
Example of Principles of Design for Postponement
Packaging
Design for bulk packaging
Localization
Universal/External power supply
Customization
Modularization/Design for assembly
Integration
Slide-In Integration/Modularization
Manufacturing
Standardization/Commonality
Table 3: Principles of Design for Postponement (Source: Lee and Billington, 1994)

Swaminathan and Lee (2003) summarize these principles into two types of changes needs to be made:
changes related to the process design (process postponement) and changes related to the product design
(product postponement). These two types of changes are investigated in the sections below.

4.3.1 P ROCESS D ESIGN C HANGES
Process postponement generally requires process standardization and re-sequencing (Swaminathan and
Lee, 2003). Process standardization refers to standardizing the initial steps of the production process so
that these become common for all products and the processes leading to product customization only occur
at later stages. Process re-sequencing is a complementary principle and refers to changing the order of the
manufacturing processes so that the number of sequential standardized processes is maximized (similar to
the concept of process restructuring – Lee and Tang, 1997). Re-sequencing can be achieved by directly
postponing operations downstream and making the first operation common to all products or by reversing
operations to enable product differentiation at a later stage (Lee and Tang, 1997).
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Both process standardization and re-sequencing have the benefit that, by creating initial, common
production processes that yield partially complete products, risk is divided across the different product
demand and less inventory is required (Feitzinger and Lee, 1996; Swaminathan and Lee, 2003). Additionally,
the manufacturing process becomes less complex, the WIP inventory levels are used more flexibly and the
system’s service level is overall improved (Lee and Tang, 1997).

4.3.2 P RODUCT D ESIGN C HANGES
In the process of standardizing a process, standardizing the parts associated with that step becomes
necessary, as well. Product postponement requires component standardization and commonality
introduction (Swaminathan and Lee, 2003).
To which extent components should be standardized is not a simple decision, as research has found that
the optimal level varies with different stages of the product life cycle. More specifically, the value of
standardization for postponement is high in the product introduction, low at maturity and high towards
the product’s end of life – depending on how demand uncertainty, shortage costs, inventory costs or
rework costs develop throughout a product’s life cycle (Lee and Sasser, 1995).
Commonality indicates that some stock keeping units (SKUs) are used in more than one finished product
(Bagchi and Gutierrez, 1992). In principle, the topic of component commonality is highly related to product
design decisions and the conscious choice of designing multiple-feature components that perform multiple
functions and can be used in the assembly of different product variations (Mohebbi and Choobineh, 2005).
Nevertheless, component commonality is also closely connected to the production process: since it
facilitates product diversity at low costs, it is one of the fundamental conditions for mass customization
(Atan et al., 2016) and postponement.
The level of component commonality can be measured with the help of the degree of commonality index,
which is an analytical measure of product structure (i.e. BOM; Collier, 1981), which is defined as
𝐷𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (𝐶) =

∑𝑖+𝑑
𝑗=𝑖+1 𝜙𝑗
𝑑

,1 < 𝐶 < 𝛽

where:


ϕj is the number of immediate parents component j has over a set of end items or product
structure level(s)
 d is the total number of distinct components in the set of end items or product structure level(s)
 i is the total number of end items or the total number of highest level parent items for the product
structure level(s)
 𝛽 = ∑𝑖+𝑑
𝑗=𝑖+1 𝜙𝑗 is the total number of immediate parents for all distinct component parts over a
set of end items or product structure level(s)
A modified version of the DCI is the Commonality Index (CI), which has fixed boundaries and the following
formula:
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 (𝐶𝐼) = 1 −

𝑢 − max 𝑝𝑗
𝑛
∑𝑣𝑗=1
𝑝𝑗
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where:
 u is number of unique parts
 pj is the number of parts in model j
 vn is the final number of varieties offered
The scientific literature has proven that the optimal level of commonality is always higher in the context of
postponement than when product inventories are managed separately (Swaminathan and Tayur, 1999).

4.4 MODULARITY
For process and product design for postponement approaches to function, modularity is key and even
considered by some researchers as a basic approach in itself (Lee and Tang, 1997). When the production
process is modular and can thus be divided into independent subprocesses, flexibility is automatically
enhanced (Feitzinger and Lee, 1996). Additionally, modularity of the product itself means that it can be
separated into common and specific parts or subassemblies, which brings additional benefits: parallel
manufacturing of different modules so that the production lead time is considerably shortened, better
isolation of production problems and potential quality issues, and maximization of the number of standard
or common components (Lee and Tang, 1997).
In a nutshell, modularity means that a large product variety can be achieved, while costs are kept to a
minimum, economies of scales are achieved at component level, economies of scope arise from the large
number of final products resulting from a few components and economies of substitutions result from the
ease of substituting only part of the components during upgrades (Blecker and Abdelkafi, 2006).

4.5 PERFORMING A FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
When evaluating a postponement strategy, a comparison needs to be made between the as-is and the tobe situation and the costs of postponement need to be estimated against the status quo. For this, several
cost categories need to be considered.
Firstly, unit distribution costs (namely the sum of costs of carrying inventory, transportation, lost sales due
to increased delivery lead time and processing) need to be estimated using e.g. direct costing systems.
These cost measuring strategies only consider the costs that can be directly assigned to a product and
would otherwise become 0 if the product would be entirely eliminated from the product line. In addition
to these costs, the total processing costs are also relevant (Lee and Tang, 1997). Last but not least, the
investment costs need to be considered. These costs reflect, on one side, the impact of capital investments
in new equipment for delayed processing needs to be assessed (which could be measured, for example, by
including the annual cost of capital in the computation of the cost of postponement or by computing the
investment payback period in terms of savings resulting from postponement; Zinn, 1990), and, on the other
side, the total investment for redesigning the product and/or process.
Zinn and Bowersox (1988) propose five normative cost models, one for each type of postponement, that
help managers collect and organize costs data to support postponement decisions (Figure 11). The cost
models are summarized in one common framework with eight steps, based on direct costing as explained
above and incremental costing (costs directly affected by the decision to postpone).
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1. Define Market
• Number and location of system destination points, plants, warehouses
2. Define Analysis Period
• Period of static analysis
3. Define Products for Market and Period
• All products to be distributed in the period of analysis to the market
4. Define Customer Service Level
• A physical distribution performance measure (i.e. service level) will correspond to a certain the
level of physical distribution costs
5. Define Status Quo Distribution Cost
• Direct cost of distribution per period, for each product, under anticipatory distribution
6. Estimate Direct Cost of Postponement
• Per product, per period; directly related to the level of customer service
7. Calculate Direct Product Cost
• The difference between the measured cost of anticipatory distribution and the projected cost
for postponement
8. Postpone or Anticipate
• The recommended action per product, per market, based on model outcomes
Figure 11: Common Framework – Normative Cost Models (Source: Zinn and Bowersox, 1988)

Besides financial considerations, one should also consider the fact that quality control and related activities
such as equipment maintenance and personnel training are no longer centralized in a postponement
environment. The quality of the product at each stage needs to me monitored using a clear strategy. This
operation becomes even harder when differentiation occurs at retail level, which is why the risk of product
tampering is what impedes a great deal of companies to implement postponement at this level, despite
cost rationales. If the quality is suffering due to postponement implementation, the strong commitment to
quality might be detrimental to the postponement strategy or costs related to ensuring the same quality
standards might increase (Lee and Tang, 1997).
Last but not least, the location for differentiation is also an important decision to make, since it has
advantages and disadvantages that transcend inventory costs (Zinn, 1990). Postponing to a new location
generally calls for organizational readiness. If postponement takes place at warehouse level, employees
now have to perform differentiating tasks they were not used to (Lee and Billington, 1994). In the case of
postponement done at retail level, additional issues rise from the fact that the retail level is typically not
owned by the manufacturer; furthermore, a retail location usually disposes of less space than a
warehousing location, limiting the possible throughput and the opportunities for economies of scale.
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L IGHTING C OMPANY

After previously introducing the framework for postponement decisions, in the following section the
framework is applied to the Lighting Company.

5.1 ASSESSING THE SUITABILITY OF POSTPONEMENT IMPLEMENTATION
5.1.1 H IGH E RRORS

IN

D EMAND F ORECASTING

The presence of high errors in demand forecasting has already been mentioned in the company
introduction. First of all, the company faces uncertainty regarding high orders placed by contractors from
the construction industry. Secondly, given the fact that the company is offering a great variety of products,
some of them oftentimes comparable in design, price segment and/or performance, it becomes difficult to
predict what the customer will eventually choose. Furthermore, the fact that the Lighting Company has
only recently entered the European professional luminaire market also plays an important role in the
demand forecasting process. Independent of future developments (see Section 2.2.1 above), the novelty
of the Lighting Company on the market creates uncertainty regarding how its position will evolve.
To verify the stated demand uncertainty, an analysis of past demand has been performed. Figure 12 and
13 show the aggregated demand at product family level, whereas the demands for each individual material
can be found in Appendix I and III. For each item and for the overall product family, a time series analysis
was performed to forecast the demand over the upcoming seven weeks (corresponding to the average lead
time from China). The trend component alone was included in the analysis of the time series, since the
short period of time the products have been on the European market does not allow a seasonality analysis.
Linear regression was used in the analysis. The trend lines, as well as resulting statistics are illustrated on
the individual demand plots in the Appendices I-IV and the regression statistics are summarized in Table 4.

Product Family A
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

Item Number 1
Item Number 10
Item Number 11
Item Number 12
Item Number 13
Item Number 14
Item Number 16
Item Number 17
Item Number 18
Item Number 2
Item Number 3
Item Number 4
Item Number 5
Item Number 6
Item Number 7
Item Number 8
Item Number 9

Figure 12: Aggregated Historic Demand for Product Family A
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Product Family B
450
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350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Item Number 19
Item Number 20
Item Number 21
Item Number 22
Item Number 23
Item Number 24

Figure 13: Aggregated Historic Demand for Product Family B
R2

Item Number
Product Family A
1

Demand Regression
Equation
y = 0.555x - 2.518

0.0812

Item Number
Product Family A
23

2

y = 1.6337x - 2.7973

0.1175

3

y = 0.1776x + 2.3288

4

R2

Demand Regression
Equation
y = 0.4757x - 0.1307

0.0602

24

y = 1.128x - 2.4379

0.1458

0.0098

19

y = 1.8896x + 19.327

0.0122

y = -0.0941x + 3.3559

0.0153

20

y = 3.29x - 15.477

0.2064

5

y = 0.3227x + 1.2748

0.0453

21

y = -0.289x + 18.856

0.002

6

y = 0.1638x - 0.3018

0.052

22

y = -0.4118x + 15.856

0.0039

7

y = 0.4132x + 2.6081

0.051

Overall

y = 6.291x + 34.013

0.0668

8

y = -0.4158x + 51.604

0.0031

9

y = -0.9891x + 33.198

0.0722

10

y = -0.0948x + 3.1532

0.0156

11

y = -0.2345x + 7.1306

0.0554

12

y = 0.0569x - 0.6757

0.0624

13

y = -0.0948x + 3.1532

0.0156

14

y = 0.0688x + 1.8559

0.0065

16

y = -0.0778x + 2.9369

0.0105

17

y = -0.0187x + 5.8964

0.0002

18

y = 0.0028x - 0.027

0.0351

y = 1.3748x + 112.18

0.0091

Overall

Table 4: Statistics of the Demand Time Series Analysis
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Already from the demand plots it becomes evident that demand variability is present both at the level of
individual products and across the two product families. This comes as no surprise, the causes for demand
fluctuations have already been mentioned. As a result of these factors, none of the items show a steady
demand and, consequently, forecasting using the time series model developed does not prove to be very
reliable. At component level, the biggest value for the R2-statistics is an isolated 0.2064, whereas the
smallest value is 0.0002 and the average value 0.05 (see Table 4). This indicates that, on average, a mere
5% of the trend factor is responsible for the variation in demand. The statistics for forecasting across the
entire product family are also not more encouraging, which confirms forecasting difficulties at this superior
level, as well. The demand analysis confirms the risk of forecasting errors at the Lighting Company.

5.1.2 H IGH U NIT V ALUE

PER I TEM

The second requirement for postponement is a high unit value per item. This requirement is also fulfilled
by the two product families, since A models have a catalog price ranging between € 440 and € 760 and the
B products are marketed at € 129. At current stock levels, the capital tied in inventory calculated at the
present market value of the products reaches a whopping € 3.6 million.

5.1.3 S PECIFIC M ANUFACTURING E NVIRONMENT
When it comes to the characteristics of the manufacturing environment, the scientific literature suggests
that the customer order decoupling point be further upstream than in the traditional MTS model. That is
already the case of the present manufacturing system of the Lighting Company: production at the Chinese
location is planned only based on incoming customer orders and no inventory is kept, neither for products
manufactured for the Chinese market nor for European products. When partly moving production to
Europe, an ATO strategy will be implemented, which places the CODP before the final assembly.
In conclusion, the three main requirements for postponement are met by the product families investigated.

5.2 DECIDING ON THE FORM OF POSTPONEMENT
The first step in the framework has determined that the Lighting Company is suited for postponement. The
subsequent step is to decide on the postponement form, based on the recommendations in Table 2. In the
case of the Lighting Company the decision is straightforward. The fact that the Lighting Company is
manufacturing lighting equipment (equivalent of appliances) and is offering for sale an array of very similar
models, but with minor differences in configuration and performance makes the production of luminaires
the perfect contender for assembly postponement.
The question of whether this decision is also motivated by the lower volume of shipped components
compared to the equivalent volume of finished goods remains open due to the lack of data from the
supplier concerning component characteristics and dimensions of shipped master boxes. Furthermore, for
the components manufactured in house packaging standards for overseas shipments still need to be
determined. However, based on the limited available information, a preliminary analysis using the software
support tool (see details below) already indicates a lower volume of shipped components in the case of
postponement. Additionally, the Lighting Company has committed to investigate the possibility of
developing more compact vanilla boxes (Swaminathan and Tayur, 1998). With this commitment in mind
and the preliminary data, assembly postponement is chosen as the postponement form.
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Product Family A
Product Family B

Finished Goods Shipments (m3)
626.56
180
Table 5: Volume of Shipments As-Is vs. To-Be

Component Shipments (m3)
210.40
20.721

5.3 APPLYING PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN FOR POSTPONEMENT
At the manufacturing and product configurations levels, some principles need to be applied by the Lighting
Company in order to ensure cost-effectiveness of postponement. Since the products investigated are
already highly modular, this principle will not be treated in the present section. Instead, the following two
sections have a closer look at process and product design changes and identify what improvements can be
made in anticipation of postponement implementation.

5.3.1 P ROCESS D ESIGN C HANGES
In order to ensure that the production processes at the Lighting Company are standardized and the
sequencing is optimal, the processes have been mapped and value stream maps (VSM) have been created.
VSM has the purpose to document, analyze and improve the flow of information or materials (artifacts)
required to produce a luminaire. The ultimate purpose of VSM is to closely observe the current state of the
luminaire production process and use the information gained to redesign a future state of the process,
centered in the idea of assembly postponement in Europe. Since VSM applies the principle of improving
product flow in a way that customers can ultimately pull products, the technique seems ideal to redesign
the process towards postponement and improve it at the same time.
In contrast to traditional VSM in the context of lean manufacturing, the focus of the VSM this time was not
so much on non-value adding activities reduction/process optimization; instead, the VSM exercise served
primarily as knowledge gathering tool and an opportunity to observe the luminaire production process for
each product family investigated, as well as the flow of inventory and information from up-close.
Figures 14, 16 and 18 illustrate the VSM for the production processes of the three product families, whereas
figures 15, 17 and 19 depict the current production steps. The production sequence has been agreed with
the production department to be optimal for the time being and the process steps are standardized for all
operations. However, at the new assembly location it is advised to revisit the production processes and see
if there is room for improvement concerning this aspect.

1

Does not include housing, COBs and COB holders, drivers, covers, rings and accessories, which are all manufactured
in-house.
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Figure 14: Value Stream Map of the Production Process for Products A
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Figure 15: BPMN Process Diagram for the Production Process of Products A
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Figure 16: Value Stream Map of the Production Process for Products B1

Figure 17: BPMN Process Diagram for the Production Process of Products B1
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Figure 18: Value Stream Map of the Production Process for Products B2

Figure 19: BPMN Process Diagram for the Production Process of Products B2 (source: own representation
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5.3.2 P RODUCT D ESIGN C HANGES
As elaborated in Section 4.3.2, the key topic related to product design changes for postponement
implementation is component commonality.
In order to determine the degree of component commonality for the investigated product families, first
the configuration of each end item was mapped as depicted in Figure 20. Subsequently, the commonality
index CI was calculated following the formula presented in Section 4.3.2.
27−14

𝐶𝐼𝐴 = 1 − (14+14+14+13+13+13+14+14+14+14+14+14+13+13+13+14+14+14)−14 =0.94
17−11

𝐶𝐼𝐵 = 1 − (11+11+11+11+10+10)−11 =0.89
The commonality indices indicate a high degree of commonality within the product families, with Product
Family A displaying a higher commonality than Product Family B.
The degree of commonality is an important measure, since a higher level of commonality results in higher
benefits for the Lighting Company. These benefits are typically associated with cost reductions. Already at
the level of the design process, a common design effort leads to design savings and process efficiencies,
since only one common component needs to be designed. This saving comes on top of the unit
manufacturing cost reduction that generally results from investments in design (Desai et al., 2001). At the
level of the production process, component commonality permits economies of scale in manufacturing
(Baker, 1985). More specifically, introducing a common component that replaces several unique
components reduces the overall safety stock a company would require to meet a given service level; the
optimal stock of product-specific components increases (i.a. Gerchak and Henig, 1986), but the optimal
stock of the common component is reduced through commonality.
Additionally, the costs associated with commonality (inventory carrying and setup costs), as well as repair
and administrative costs are reduced as a result of operational and engineering efficiencies (Collier, 1981;
Hillier, 2000), while product quality as well as the responsiveness to market needs and thus the speed of
introducing new products increase (Bagchi and Gutierrez, 1992). However, the impact of commonality is
limited when the cost of introducing commonality is either very high or very low (Swaminathan, 1999) and
the marginal benefits from increased commonality are nondecreasing (Bagchi and Gutierrez, 1992).
In the case of highly volatile demand - such as the one experienced by the Lighting Company -, the risk
pooling effect seems to be amplified even further; when periodic holding costs are low, a more expensive
common component is rarely worthwhile, except for some cases when the number of products is high.
When the periodic holding costs are high, the cases in which commonality is beneficial extend to include
situations in which the number of products is high, backordering costs are high and/or the common
component has shorter lead times than the unique components it replaces. In a number of these cases,
introducing a common component may still be a good strategy despite the price of the component being
at least 10% more expensive (Hillier, 2000).
However, the inclusion of a wider variety of features into the common component may in some cases
increase the components’ production costs (Atan et al., 2016), especially in the common case of multiplefeature components. Therefore, one can only conclude that the cost of production behavior in the presence
of commonality cannot be generalized across all operating systems. If some researchers claim that the
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Figure 20: Component Variety Tree at Component Level for the Product Family A (a), B1 (b) and B2 (c)
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higher production costs are offset by the benefits resulting from economies of scale in procurement and
the resulting cost savings in warehousing and manufacturing operations (Bagchi and Gutierrez, 1992),
Hillier (2000) has proven that this offset is only effective in single-period models, since risk pooling allows
fewer components to be purchased. The author suggests that the benefits of commonality are overruled
in multiple-period models (either assuming full backordering or allowing lost sales): here commonality does
not influence the total number of purchased components, but only the stocking levels resulting in a
decrease of the holding costs alone.
Another negative effect of component commonality can be decreased product differentiation, which, in
turn, eliminates the possibility of price premiums and may lead to decreased profits (Desai et al., 2001).
Combined with the cost discussion above it then becomes apparent that commonality decision require a
balancing of trade-offs between the marketing/sales revenue and manufacturing cost savings related to
configuration, component qualities and product prices.
It is nonetheless difficult to see what the effect of component commonality in a postponement strategy
would actually be without performing a thorough financial analysis, which is the next step in the framework.

5.4 DEVELOPING A SOFTWARE SUPPORT TOOL AND PERFORMING A FINANCIAL
ANALYSIS
In order to perform a sound financial comparison between the current MTS production and assembly
postponement at a European location, an MS Excel support tool has been developed.
This part of the research project is of utmost importance to test previous assumptions and observe the way
in which independent variables affect the dependent variables (in the case of the present design, cost,
delivery lead time and stock levels), but also to prove the general character of the research design. The tool
is used to verify the scholarly hypotheses, support the decision for postponement in the case of the
investigated product families, but can also be easily adapted to analyze other product families.

5.4.1 T OOL C ONFIGURATION
The MS Excel tool has two components: the front-end, containing sheets with all the input data and a sheet
for results display, and the back-end VBA code.
The input data was kept in most cases in its original form as used by the Lighting Company to ensure that
manual data alteration or completion can be done effortlessly. The following data is input in the VBA code:






Information about the product families analyzed, with a subordinate list of all item numbers within
that family (sheet “Analysis Products”)
A list of the complete product portfolio of the Lighting Company, including information about
product MOQ, production time, catalogue price, estimated value of product on stock, product and
packaging dimensions (sheet “Product Characteristics”)
The bill of materials for each product family (at this point data has been gathered only for the
product families analyzed; sheet “BOMs”)
Information about the components used in the manufacturing of the analyzed product families,
including information about the supplier, the supplier lead time, MOQ, unit price, component and
packaging dimensions (sheet “Component Characteristics”)
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The up to date sales information for the Lighting Company Europe (sheet “Sales File”)
An additional sheet with address information of current customers (sheet “Country Codes”)
The up to date shipment information for products manufactured in China and transported to
Europe (sheet “Shipments”)
 Information about the current freight costs for each product in the Lighting Company’s portfolio as
a function of the mean of transportation (i.e. sea, train, plane; sheet “Freight Rates”)
 The current freight rates for shipping products within Europe, one sheet for each European country
 A sheet with information about the new assembly location, such as address, labor costs and
associated warehousing costs (sheet “CM Details”)
 The foreseen investments that need to be made at a new assembly location
The two output sheets give an overview on the costs associated with each product item in the present and
future situations, as well as an overview of inventory fluctuations.
The VBA code contains three sub-programs:


Two of the sub-programs calculate the inbound and outbound costs (including order processing
costs), respectively, for each shipment
 The third and main program is the core computational program that calculates for each product
the direct unit and total costs, the realized revenue and the profits. Additionally, the program
calculates the total expected investment in the case of postponement implementation, the labor
cost of the white collar employees present at the assembly location in Europe and simulates the
component replenishment process in the case of assembly postponement.
As the inventory replenishment policy is an important component of the support tool and has a high value
for the Lighting Company, the following section gives more details about the way the policy was chosen
and what assumptions were made in the computations. Since the calculated costs are derived based on
the assumptions made in the operating policy selection and are, in fact, dependent on it, more details about
each cost category and how it is calculated in the model are also included in the section below.

5.4.2 N ORMATIVE C OSTS , I NVENTORY R EPLENISHMENT P OLICY AND S TOCK L EVELS F ORECASTING
An important topic related to postponement decisions is the analysis of inventory levels and how these will
evolve when the company decides to apply an ATO strategy. Without trying to optimize the current
inventory management system at the Lighting Company (i.e. decision rules and guidelines), an analysis of
how the inventory decisions affect cost development still needs to be made before a recommendation
regarding assembly postponement can be made. This subject is the main focus of the following sections.
Inventory includes all the materials and goods used in the production and distribution processes (raw
materials, components, subassemblies and finished goods; Fogarty and Hoffmann, 1983, p. 152). Especially
relevant for the present decision model is the inventory of components, subassemblies and finished goods
and how these levels will change when production from China moves to an assembly plant in Europe; raw
materials are considered out of scope. More specifically, the decision model investigates the difference
between the costs associated with sourcing finished goods from China and storing them at an intermediate
location in Rotterdam and the costs resulting from sourcing components from China, assembling to order
the finished goods in a European country and storing the surplus inventory at the same location.
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In terms of the nature of inventory, the model investigates the levels of lot size inventories and fluctuation
inventories (Fogarty and Hoffmann, 1983, pp. 157). Lot size inventory is the inventory needed to ensure
efficient rate of production, whereas fluctuation inventory (safety stock, buffer stock or reserve stock) is
the inventory needed to meet fluctuating demand. Ultimately, the model tests the following hypothesis:
H1: Inventory costs in an ATO operating strategy are lower than the current inventory costs.
The replenishment and allocation of common components poses major challenges when discussing
multiple-product ATO systems. One assumes that the system would require both rationing levels and
balanced base-stock policies, but an optimal policy for multiple-product ATO systems is so far unknown.
When it comes to sourcing components and subassemblies, the main objective of the tool is to avoid
situations when assembly cannot proceed due to component shortages (Lu and Song, 2005) that may lead
to lower profits, productivity and return on investment. At the same time, the company must also maintain
the lowest possible level of inventory, since inventory ties up capital, requires storage space, handling and
insurance, needs to be handled, deteriorates or becomes obsolete, among others (Fogarty and Hoffmann,
1983, p. 152). Consequently, the balance between ensuring component availability and minimizing
inventories is of high complexity, especially in the case of common components.
Generally, the criteria for selecting the operating doctrine for a system is either cost minimization or profit
maximization. To reach this goal, the cost components, the time period over which they are computed and
the technique used for handling the issues rising from stochasticity need to be defined (Hadley and Whitin,
1963, pp. 21). These sub-principles partly coincide or implicitly require transiting the decision steps
proposed by the normative cost model of Zinn and Bowersox (1988). Combining the two methods into one
comprehensive financial analysis created the foundation for the software support tool and the following
sections serve the purpose of going further into the details related to each of the principle components.
Defining the Market
The market for which the Lighting Company is considering postponement is the European market. The
products for this market have special component requirements and have to meet stricter quality standards
than other products currently manufactured by the Lighting Company in China. For this reason, there are
dedicated development, logistics and supply chain management teams that coordinate production and
distribution of products for this market. Because of the differences in the sourcing of components and
production of European products, it seems feasible to postpone the planning and final assembly to Europe.
Defining the Analysis Period
The model considers a finite time period, which allows changes in the process generating the demand
pattern - in particular, varying mean rate of demand (Hadley and Whitin, 1963, p. 22). A finite time period
also takes into account that a product cannot be inventoried indefinitely, but becomes obsolete after a
certain time – in the case of LED luminaires, technology advancements as well as design alterations result
in a product life cycle of ca. nine months. However, successors are typically items using a great deal of the
predecessors’ components and fulfil similar functionality, meaning that the demand for the successive
models does not fundamentally change. Considering a time period longer than the average product life
cycle is, in this case, not erroneous.
Concretely, the considered timeframe was selected as the period following the introduction of product
families A and B to the European market. This resulted in an analysis timeframe of 9.5 months, November
1st, 2015 - July 15th, 2016.
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Defining Products for Market and Period
Previous sections have already signaled that, for the current research endeavor, two initial product families
A and B, were used as main subjects of the investigation. The first product family consists of 18 high-end
items, all in fact variations of the same luminaire concept, but with different configurations and/or size.
The second product family is the reunion of two different product families the Lighting Company has in its
product portfolio. Since these families include two ceiling spots and four track-spots that share the same
core design and a great amount of components, they are treated under the same umbrella.
Defining the Customer Service Level
Physical distribution performance measures are important not just for choosing an inventory
replenishment doctrine, but also for the results of the overall financial analysis, since they correspond to a
certain level of physical distribution costs. In the context of the present research project, the customer
service level has been chosen to measure distribution performance and was defined as the “availability of
items when needed by the customer” (Fogarty and Hoffmann, 1983, p. 159). For the current decision
model, the following assumption regarding service level was made:
A1: The desired service level in an ATO operating strategy is β= 98%.
This assumption implies that 98% of demand is satisfied by assembling final goods from the components
on stock and shipped within the promised delivery lead time. For the other 2%, demand is backordered and
components are expedited (by train or plane) to be able to move faster through the replenishment process.
Defining Stochastic Elements
Since demand is highly fluctuating, it is necessary to introduce probabilities and compute expected values
that determine average profit or costs. In situations of uncertain demand, the order point needs to be
chosen in such a way to ensure demand is met over the lead time (replenishment lead time and one review
period in periodic review systems; Hax and Candea, 1984, p. 193):
𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
= (𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒) + (𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘)
In regards to demand and lead times, two assumptions are made in the present model:
A2: The demand for a finished good j follows a normal distribution, with mean µ j and standard deviation σj.
A3: Lead times are constant.
Once the value for the standard deviation has been computed for each end item, one can calculate its
corresponding safety by relating this value through a multiplying factor k, called the safety factor (Hax and
Candea, 1984, p. 193):
𝑆𝑆 = 𝑘𝜎𝑙
From the last equation is become apparent that the higher the demand variability becomes, the more the
risk of running out of stock during replenishment increases, a risk which is consequently compensated by
an increase in the safety stock. When computing the safety at the end of a period T-1, it is necessary to
compute the standard deviation (𝜎̂𝑙 )T. The safety stock for the l-period lead time starting with period T is
then:
(𝑆𝑆) 𝑇 = 𝑘(𝜎̂𝑙 ) 𝑇
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Product
Family
A

B1

B2

Item Number

41

Standard Deviation

Safety Stock (pcs.)

1

Mean
(per week)
8.03

21.09

44

Value of Safety
Stock (€)
3704.92

2

28.24

51.59

106

8940.01

3

5.70

19.45

40

3370.52

4

1.57

8.23

17

1587.65

5

10.46

19.80

41

3834.66

6

2.81

7.77

16

1495.23

7

7.41

16.40

34

4281.95

8

43.70

80.93

167

21066.24

9

14.41

39.85

82

10334.48

10

1.35

8.22

17

1988.39

11

2.68

10.78

23

2693.32

12

0.41

2.47

6

702.15

13

1.35

8.22

17

2226.66

14

3.16

9.22

19

2491.22

16

1.46

8.23

17

2669.03

17

5.54

14.01

29

4553.05

18

0.03

0.16

1

157.00

Aggregated

138.30

156.01

321

76096.46

19

37.28

91.25

188

4456.80

20

15.78

38.66

80

1885.16

21

16.11

34.46

71

1683.15

22

11.94

35.42

73

1730.57

Aggregated

81.11

127.73

263

9755.68

23

4.39

10.35

22

343.50

24

8.28

15.77

33

515.25

Aggregated

12.67

20.53

43

858.75
Table 6: Mean Demand, Standard Deviation of the Demand and Current Safety Stocks for Product Families A and B

The value of the safety factor k is dependent on the desired level of customer service as previously defined.
Corresponding to the assumed service level of 98%, the safety factor kβ is 2.053749 ≈ 2.05. Using historical
demand information, the model updates the safety stocks for finished goods at the end of each period.
Table 6 contains the safety stocks values for each product item at the end of the analysis period.
To be able to compare the as-is and to-be situation, the same approach needs to be applied to component
level. The periodic review inventory system work uses the same assumptions and controls each week the
replenishment for each component.
When components have commonality, the requirement for ensuring assembly can begin as soon as a
customer order has been received is to consider the stock levels for the entire ensemble of items when
determining the stock level for just one item. However, since models attempting to determine a joint
Master Thesis
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optimal inventory level are computationally challenging, in practice most systems ignore the correlations
between different components and simply make use of single-item inventory planning tools (Lu and Song,
2005). If there are no economies of scale in the replenishment process, this approach is in fact optimal,
also for multi-product systems with zero-lead times.
Based on this theoretical assumption, in order to calculate the safety stock levels for each component the
present model follows the framework described by Baker (1985) for each product family. Let aij denote the
number of component i needed for the production of one finished good j. The overview of these values are
available in the A-matrices in tables 7 and 8.
When the component i is not a common component, the safety stock is given by:
𝑠𝑖 = 𝑘𝛽 𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝜎𝑗
However, in the case of component commonality with iid demand the formula for safety stock becomes:
𝑛

𝑠𝑖 = 𝑘𝛽 ∑[𝑎𝑖𝑗 𝜎𝑗2 ]1/2
𝑗=1

The safety stocks for the components at the end of the analysis period can be found in Table 9. Looking at
these values it also becomes clear how commonality leads to inventory efficiency. When components are
common and demand is normally distributed and uncorrelated (as the model assumes), the percentilebased policy is equivalent to a kσ-policy. Under these circumstances, the standard deviation of a sum is less
than the sum of the individual standard deviations; consequently, the safety stock is considerably reduced
(Baker, 1985). Furthermore, the advantage is also noticeable in stock value. In order to maintain a service
level of 98%, a total of 627 products need to be kept as safety stock alone, adding up to a capital value of
€ 86,711, translated in components worth € 65,995. In contrast, for the same service level, the capital value
of the component safety stock is only € 7252.
Despite this policy being ideal for reducing inventory (one of the Lighting Company’s objectives), there is,
however, a disadvantage when calculating component safety stocks based on the 98th percentile standard:
the existing policy ensures at most 98% of demand can be met. Assuming one product i that uses a certain
common component kx is prioritized, that end item still has a service level of 98%:
𝑃(𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑖) = 𝑃(𝐷𝑖 ≤ min{𝑠𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡 ′ 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦})
= 𝑃(𝐷𝑖 ≤ 98) = 0.98
However, a non-priority end items j that require the same component k would have a lower service level,
since for that item the available inventory component becomes:
𝐼𝑘′ 𝑥 = 𝐼𝑘𝑥 − min{𝐷𝑖 , 98} ≤ 𝐼𝑘𝑥
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Component
Housing
Driver and Screws

Reflect Light Sheet
Lens

Glass Plate
LED Module

Cover of Glass Plate
Sealing Rubber
Waterproof Connector
Fix Plate and Screws
Wire Connector to LED Module
Hexagon Nut
Screws

1
1

100/150W
200W
100W-Dimmable
100W-Static
150W-Dimmable
150W-Static
200W-Dimmable
200W-Static

3
1

4
1

5
1

6
1

7
1

1

1

Item Number
8
9 10 11
1
1
1
1
1
1

13
1

100°
60+100°
60°
100/150W
200 W
Module with 12 LEDs
Module with 16 LEDs
Module with 8 LEDs
100/150W
200W
100/150W
200W

4
4

4

4

4
4

4
4
1

1

1

3

3

3

1
1

1
1

1
1

4

1
6

1

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
8
1

1
8
1

1
8
1

1
8
1

1
8
1

1
8
1

2
14

2
14

4
4

6

1

1
2
4

1
2
4

1
2
4

4
1

1

1

3

3

3

1
1
1

4

4

4
4

4

1

4

2
14

1
6

6

1

2
14

1
6
6

4
4
1

1

2
14

15
1

16

17

18

1

1

1

1

1

1

6

6
6

6

1

1

1

2
14

14
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

4
4

4
1

1
1
10

1
1
10

1
1
10

1
2
20

1
2
20

1
2
20

1

1

4

4

4

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
8
1

1
8
1

1
8
1

1
8
1

1
8
1

1
8
1

2
14

TU/e Eindhoven

2
14

2
14

2
14

6
6

1

Table 7: Component Matrix for Product Family A
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12
1

1
1

4

100/150W
200W

2
1

43

2
14

2
14

1
2
4

1
2
4

1
2
4

1

1

1

1
1
10

1
1
10

1
1
10

1
2
20

1
2
20

1
2
20
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Item Number

Component
Adaptor, Metal
Bottom Cover of
Driver
Metal Top Cover
of Driver
Housing

19
Black
White

22
1

23

24

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

Black
White

21

1

Black
White

20
1

1
1

1

1

Driver 30W

1

1

1

1

1

1

Lens 30W

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Heatsink
COB & COB
Holder

Black

1

White

1

3000

1

1
1

1

4000

1

1

1

Ring

1

1

1

1

1

1

Cover 40°

1

1

1

1

1

1

Reflector 40°-30W

1

1

1

1

1

1

Accessory

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Exterior Ring White
Table 8: Component Matrix for Product Family B

The service level for this end item is in that case:
𝑃(𝑚𝑒𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑗) = 𝑃(𝐷𝑗 ≤ 𝐼𝑘′ + ∑ 𝐼𝑘 ) ≤ 0.98
𝑘≠𝑘𝑥

̂ 𝑙, the order point
With the values for the safety stocks computed and the demand forecast over the lead time 𝐷
for each component can be calculated as:
𝑅𝑖 = 𝐷̂𝑖 𝑙𝑖 + 𝑠𝑖
In terms of the actual inventory policy, the model uses the existent practices as basis for inventory calculation. The
Lighting Company currently performs periodic review of inventory, with transactions over the last seven days being
digitally aggregated before replenishment decisions are made. If there is no demand in between two review
periods, no replenishment order is placed. If, however, the inventory on hand together with the inventory on order
is lower than the forecasted demand r, an order is placed to replenish the inventory up to a quantity R (r<R). This
replenishment policy is called the (R, T) model (Hadley and Whitin, 1963, p. 236).
The production process at the company’s Chinese manufacturing location has a minimum production quantity
imposed, which for replenishment is the equivalent of a minimum order quantity (MOQ). By ordering the MOQ the
inventory quantity R may be exceeded. If in practice, a very high exceeding quantity might determine the planner
to postpone replenishment by one period in order not to incur high inventory costs, the present model does not
account for such decisions.
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Product Family A Component
Housing
Driver and Screws

Safety
Stock
343

Value of Safety Stock
Components (€)
1702.78

200 W

328

100W-Dimmable

Black

2336.75

Adaptor, Metal Bottom
Cover of Driver

Safety
Stock
153

White

259

523.68

45

1863.83

Metal Top Cover of Driver

Black

153

298.18

100W-Static

190

4034.58

White

259

509.29

150W-Dimmable

36

1780.59

Black

153

200.30

150W-Static

74

1710.62

White

312

457.51

200W-Dimmable

47

2639.65

Driver 30W

464

-

200W-Static

282

6916.89

Lens 30W

464

11895.33

1489

63.00

Heatsink

Black

153

342.40

100°

853

337.75

312

312

703.11

60+100°

324

122.30

3000

289

-

60°

312

114.17

4000

176

-

100/150W

343

612.86

Ring

464

-

200 W

328

628.39

Cover 40°

464

-

Module with 12PCS LEDs

868

4858.40

Reflector 40°-30W

464

228.42

Module with 16PCS LEDs

875

6323.70

Accessory

464

-

Module with 8PCS LEDs

234

928.37

Exterior Ring White

54

7.98

100/150W

343

821.13

Total

5057

2073.98

200 W

328

236.66

100/150W

343

140.36

200 W

100/150W

Reflect Light Sheet
Lens

Glass Plate
LED Module

Cover of Glass Plate
Sealing Rubber

328

152.16

Waterproof Connector

671

271.80

Fix Plate and Screws

2006

1.94

100/150W

343

3.18

200 W

328

4.22

Hexagon Nut

949

22.64

Screws

2509

3.03

Total

15119

5178.20

Wire Connector to
LED Module

Product Family B Component

Housing

COB & COB Holder

Table 9: Component Safety Stocks at the End of the Analysis Period
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When it comes to the allocation policy, the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) principle seems to be the most
common (Song and Zipkin, 2003). The FCFS has the advantage that it is easy to implement, fair and allows
companies to guarantee a delivery time the moment a customer order is received. Generally, from a cost
perspective, FCFS is considered non-optimal, since it does not consider coordination of replenishments but
uses independent base-stock policies instead (van Jaarsveld and Scheller-Wolf, 2015). However, van
Jaarsveld and Scheller-Wolf (2015) propose an algorithm to optimize base-stock levels (ISS heuristic) under
FCFS allocation in an industrial-scale ATO system (i.e. with hundreds of components) and find that the basestock levels found are close-to-optimal. The FCFS allocation performs well when NV fractiles are in the
higher range and the back-order cost asymmetry is limited, but its performance decreases with decreasing
NV fractiles. Additionally, heuristics based on no-holdback policies (component are allocated to a product
only when this leads to fulfilment of demand) may show better performance than the best FCFS policies.
Normative Costs of the Operating Inventory System
The operating inventory doctrine is fundamentally determined by five cost categories (Hadley and Whitin,
1963, pp. 10):
1. Procurement costs: encompass the unit cost of the procured goods and the cost incurred by the
system when executing the procurement (e.g. transaction, labor, transportation from the source
of supply to the stocking point or receiving costs), which may be dependent or independent of the
ordered quantity.
2. Inventory carrying costs: include e.g. costs of insurances, taxes, warehouse rental and warehouse
operating costs, but also the opportunity cost of having capital tied up in inventory rather than
having it invested somewhere else; this opportunity cost is equal to the largest possible rate of
return from alternative investments and is usually the most important component.
3. Costs of filling customer’s orders: refer to the costs of accounting operations, as well as handling
costs at the warehousing location, packing and shipping.
4. Stockout costs: can differ when the stockout results in backorders or lost sales.
5. The cost of operating the data gathering and control procedures of the inventory system.
Nevertheless, for the present model design it is crucial to only consider the variable costs, namely the ones
that vary with the operating doctrine. Furthermore, since these costs include such categories as
opportunity and goodwill costs, their value does not coincide with accounting records, but needs to be
calculated anew (Hadley and Whitin, 1963, p.22). The model therefore makes certain assumptions
regarding the different cost drivers:
A4: Procurement costs refers exclusively to the unit cost of the purchased items.
Consequently any costs incurred by the Lighting Company when making the procurement are neglected.
A5: Packaging costs for finished goods are twice as high when the packing material is sourced in Europe.
The current model is a preliminary step in deciding whether assembly postponement is feasible for the
Lighting Company. Following a positive recommendation in regards to ATO, the Lighting Company still
needs to decide on the assembly location and find the right partner to outsource the operations to. From
the interviews the Lighting Company has had with different LSPs and CMs it became clear that in a lot of
the cases the assembly partner can either produce the required packing material in-house or has its own
supplier that typically provides them with these materials. Furthermore, regardless of whether the Lighting
Company decides to take advantage of the existing relationship between the assembly partner and their
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current suppliers or decides to find a supplier itself, it is to be expected that the packing materials will be
sourced locally, so the actual location of the assembly facility influences these material costs tremendously.
A cost estimate is in either case unrealistic, which is why assumption 5 was made.
The R&D department within the Lighting Company has yet to design the packaging for components
produced in-house at the current location in China, so that they can be transported to Europe for late
assembly - in case such a recommendation will be made. As a result of this missing information and the fact
that material costs are insignificant compared to the total costs of production, for the time being these
additional packaging costs are neglected.
A6: Stockout costs are neglected.
There are a few considerations why the model neglects stockout costs. First of all, lost sales are currently
not being monitored in the Lighting Company, despite some intentions from the Sales Team to extend the
use of the current customer relationship management (CRM) system, Salesforce, to capture this
information. This means that the costs associated with lost sales are momentarily unknown.
Secondly, total backordering costs can be generally very difficult to measure, since these costs can also
include factors such as the loss of customers’ goodwill. Embarking on an endeavor to measure this value
would, therefore, not be feasible within the timeframe of the present project. Bringing the cost
constituents that are easier to measure (such as the cost of communicating with the customer in the event
of a stockout) into the model is also not particularly useful, since in the constellation of the total
backordering costs these costs are also of relatively low importance.
As a result, the model computes the following costs related to production, distribution and stock keeping:








Unit material cost
Total material cost for all produced products (including the ones on stock)
Unit labor cost
Total labor cost for all produced products (including the ones on stock)
Average transportation cost to Europe per item, including possible container gas measurements
Total transportation cost to Europe
Average logistics cost per item, including handling, storage and costs of pallets and shrinkwrapping
at inbound and outbound
 Total logistics cost
 Average distribution cost per item, including order processing and export fees
 Total distribution cost
 Total items currently on stock
 Capital value of stock
The reason why the list of costs has been extended to include additional cost categories that are not directly
related to the inventory policy is the desire to provide the Lighting Company with a comprehensive
overview of all current costs that would change in the scenario of postponed assembly. Finally, at the end
of the program, the profit realized from sold items is also calculated, computed by subtracting only the
costs for the sold products from the realized revenue.
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5.4.3 F URTHER M ODEL A SSUMPTIONS
Following the recommendations of the Engineering Department of the Lighting Company, for an assembly
postponement strategy the following assumptions were made in regards to production:
A7: Production in Europe occurs at the same rate as it does in China, plus a 10% inefficiency factor.
A8: The minimum production quantity at the new assembly location in Europe is 50% of the current
production quantity for each product family.
In regards to some of the values used in the model calculations, it is assumed that all incoming containers
are 40ft long, with a volume of 67.6 m3. All pallets used are europallets, with dimensions of 0.8x1.2 m,
which can be loaded up to a height of maximum 2 m.
The hypothetical logistics service provider that would perform the ATO operations would be based in the
Czech Republic. Its handling tariffs are 50% of the tariffs of the currently employed logistics service provider
and its location related services are 75% cheaper than current services. The tariffs of the current logistics
service providers employed by the Lighting Company have not changed in the last 9.5 months and are not
expected to change in the near future.
Finally, in regards to rush costs the model assumes that when components are not available for immediate
production, they are rushed from China via air transportation. The volume of an outer box for a component
is twice as big as the component volume. The components do not get delivered in master cartons.

5.4.4 R ESULTS
The employment of the software support tool in the Lighting Company provides its managers with new
insights on how assembly postponement can affect company performance. The costs investigated
comprise unit distribution costs, but also the total processing costs and the investment costs. In order to
observe the effects of postponements at every level of the supply chain, the different costs have been
divided into finer categories, as detailed in the following paragraphs. The methodology for calculating unit
costs is direct costing systems, whereas the rest are assessments of the spending at product family level.
Production Costs
The first cost category investigated is production costs. In the case of the Lighting Company this category
includes material and labor costs. Table 10 and 12 give an overview of these costs for each product family
in the as-is situation of MTS production and in the future situation of assembly postponement. The total
as- is production costs are only calculated for the amount of sold products, considering that the materials
and labor used in manufacturing the remaining finished goods on stock will be accounted for in the capital
value of stock.
The differences between the as-is and to-be situation are not very striking in this cost category, since the
materials used in the production of products A and B remain the same and have the same purchasing price.
The minor differences occur due to packaging, which will no longer be sourced in China, but locally, at a
price assumed to be twice as high. This results in an increase of 2.69% of material costs in the to-be scenario
involving postponement.
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MTS
Product
Family
A

Item Number

B
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ATO

1

Items Sold
(pcs.)
208

Unit Material
Cost (€)
54.86

Total Material
Cost (€)
11410.83

Unit Material
Cost (€)
56.05

Total Material
Cost (€)
11658.80

2

981

54.98

53935.24

56.17

55104.74

3

211

54.91

11585.14

56.10

11836.68

4

58

64.89

3763.67

66.08

3832.82

5

367

65.01

23859.05

66.20

24296.57

6

103

64.94

6688.52

66.13

6811.31

7

250

80.55

20136.47

83.29

20821.65

8

1582

80.73

127708.56

83.47

132044.37

9

531

80.62

42806.58

83.36

44261.90

10

50

75.04

3752.17

76.24

3811.78

11

99

75.16

7441.20

76.36

7559.22

12

0

75.09

0.00

76.28

0.00

13

50

91.24

4561.76

92.43

4621.37

14

108

91.36

9866.37

92.55

9995.12

15

0

91.28

0.00

92.47

0.00

16

50

112.18

5609.03

114.92

5746.07

17

195

112.36

21910.36

115.10

22444.80

18

1

112.25

112.25

114.99

114.99

Aggregated

4844

19

654

34.62

22641.45

35.40

23153.48

20

93

34.41

3200.32

35.20

3273.14

21

270

34.62

9347.39

35.40

9558.78

22

214

34.41

7364.19

35.20

7531.73

23

76

30.33

2304.94

30.66

2330.15

24

67

30.33

2031.99

30.66

2054.22

Aggregated
Total

355147.18

364962.17

1374

46890.27

47901.50

6218

402037.46

412863.67

Difference

10826.21
Table 10: As-Is and To-Be Material Costs

1 Production and Packaging
Material Planner
1 Production Engineer
1 Semi-Finished Goods
Controller

Concerning labor costs, the results of the software simulation
indicate that these costs would be 178.27% higher when
assembling the same amount of items in Europe instead of
China. This is owed on one hand to the higher labor fee per
hour at the new assembly location and, on the other hand, to
an inefficiency factor added to the assembly time of products
A and B.

1 Quality Engineer
Figure 21: Organizational Changes for
Postponement (Source; Joudre et al., 2016)
(in € billions; source: McKinsey 2012)
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MTS

Product
Family
A

B

Item
Number
1

Items Sold
(pcs.)
208

Unit Labor
Cost (€)
0.57

Total Labor
Cost (€)
119.08

Unit Labor
Cost (€)
1.59

Total Labor
Cost (€)
331.37

2

981

0.57

561.62

1.59

1562.85

3

211

0.57

120.80

1.59

336.15

4

58

0.57

33.21

1.59

92.40

5

367

0.57

210.11

1.59

584.67

6

103

0.57

58.97

1.59

164.09

7

250

0.57

143.13

1.59

398.28

8

1582

0.57

905.70

1.59

2520.31

9

531

0.57

304.00

1.59

845.95

10

50

0.57

28.63

1.59

79.66

11

99

0.57

56.68

1.59

157.72

12

0

0.57

0.00

1.59

0.00

13

50

0.57

28.63

1.59

79.66

14

108

0.57

61.83

1.59

172.06

15

0

0.57

0.00

1.59

0.00

16

50

0.57

28.63

1.59

79.66

17

195

0.57

111.64

1.59

310.66

18

1

0.57

0.57

1.59

1.59

Aggregated

4844

19

654

0.35

225.63

0.96

627.87

20

93

0.35

32.09

0.96

89.28

21

270

0.35

93.15

0.96

259.21

22

214

0.35

73.83

0.96

205.45

23

76

0.11

8.17

0.30

22.73

24

67

0.11

7.20

0.30

20.04

Aggregated
Total

ATO

2773.19

7717.06

1374

440.07

1224.59

6218

3213.26

8941.65

Difference

5728.40
Table 11: As-Is and To-Be Labor Costs

In addition to the actual assembly, labor is also employed in the production, quality and planning
departments. An analysis of the current setup at the Chinese manufacturing location has indicated that by
moving the production of product families A and B to Europe, some organizational changes need to be
made, as well. The conclusions of the analysis was that four employees would need to be relocated to the
new assembly location as depicted in Figure 21. In the case of postponement, the labor costs for white
collar employees would be ca. four times higher than in the present MTS situation, as the numbers in Table
12 indicate. This increase is owed to the higher hourly salaries for European employees in comparison to
Chinese salaries.
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White Collar Labor Costs (€)

51

MTS

ATO

11108.57

47040

Difference (€)

35931.43
Table 12: White Collar Labor Costs As-Is vs. To-Be

Transportation Costs
MTS
Product
Family

Item Number

Items
Shipped
(pcs.)

1

Items
Sold
(pcs.)
208

A

2

981

3

ATO

250

Unit
Transportation
Cost (€)
0.57

Total
Transportation
Cost (€)
103.09

1350

0.57

385.14

211

280

0.57

75.10

4

58

393

0.57

25.86

5

367

418

0.57

137.67

6

103

400

0.57

37.72

7

250

2584

0.57

29.27

8

1582

2800

0.57

1814.94

9

531

950

0.57

144.26

10

50

100

0.57

21.90

11

99

245

0.57

72.64

12

0

100

0.57

0.00

13

50

100

0.57

21.90

14

108

100

0.57

54.34

15

0

100

0.57

0.00

16

50

100

0.57

22.49

17

195

200

0.57

70.68

18

1

100

0.57

0.45

Components
B

28678.84

Aggregated

4844

19

654

288

0.46

131.64

20

93

288

0.30

87.80

21

270

184

0.09

17.44

22

214

192

0.09

18.12

23

76

744

66.59

49541.21

24

67

776

2.59

5572.79

2008.33

Components
Aggregated
Total

Total
Transportation
Cost (€)

28678.84

4373.07
1374

51804.53

4373.07

6218

57377.32

33051.91

Difference

24325.40
Table 13: Transportation Costs To-Be vs. As-Is
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Transportation costs result from the shipment of finished goods from the Chinese manufacturing plant to
the warehousing location in Rotterdam and are depicted in Table 13. Although in the current MTS situation
there are still many products on stock which carry a share of the high transportation costs, it seemed fair
to account for the total transportation costs within the analyzed time period, since the transportation of
finished goods and components, respectively, was done in both cases only with the purpose of satisfying a
certain level of demand.
The transportation mode is typically sea, but in case of rush deliveries finished goods can be transported
by train or air. The mix of transportation mode becomes visible when comparing transportation costs within
the same product family: despite the fact that products are similar in terms of volume, the transportation
costs for similar amounts may be very different as a result of more rushed shipments (e.g. in the case of
products 23 and 24, which identical in both volume and similar in the amounts transported).
The numbers confirm that a postponement strategy leads to lower transportation costs. Although the tobe transportation costs do not account for the entire volume of components (for some the data was not
available), the difference between the two scenarios is striking, with transportation cost being 48% lower
in a postponement setting. The main reason for that is that the company does not have to stock up on
finished goods in an attempt to satisfy variable demand. Component commonality ensures a risk-pooling
effect, meaning that a lower inventory level of components (i.e. a lower volume of transported
components) is required to be able to meet the same demand level.
In regards to transportation costs it is worthwhile to mention that component commonality also means
that despite the fact that rush deliveries will most likely happen in both scenarios, in the case of
postponement, due to a sound inventory replenishment strategy that aims at fulfilling 98% of demand and
the risk pooling effects associated with component commonality, the stock of components is rarely not
enough to cover for demand. Even in the rare cases when stock-outs do occur, they occur at component
level and there is a good chance that even when shipping the MOQ for that particular component, the rush
costs will be much lower than having to rush deliver finished goods.
Table 14 contains the amount of as-is and to-be rush deliveries for product families A and B in the
investigated time frame. Despite the fact that the to-be costs seem higher, the volume of rushed
components (72.15 m2) is a worst case scenario estimation, in which whenever a component is not
available, it is immediately delivered despite incoming shipments arriving no later than a week away. In
practice, that would never be the case, since most likely the customer orders would be backordered or a
train shipment would be preferred.

Rush Delivery Costs (€)

MTS

ATO

5436.31

6349.2 (train) or
30.014.12 (plane)

Table 14: Rush Delivery Costs As-Is vs. To-Be

Logistics Costs
Another cost category that has been analyzed with the help of the software support tool is logistics costs.
These costs currently include the handling of finished goods and components at inbound and outbound
(carton picking and additional costs for europallets), order processing at inbound and outbound and
storage.
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𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝐴𝑇𝑂
= 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
+ 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑑 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠
+ 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑐𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑂𝑢𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝐺𝑠 ∗ 𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑑 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦
The difference in costs is staggering. Leaving aside possible advantages in the total volume handled, without
having to store finished goods for long periods of time, the logistics costs sink dramatically by 95%.
MTS
Product
Family

Item Number

A

1

Items Sold
(pcs.)

ATO

Total Logistics
Cost (€)

208

Average
Logistics Cost
(€)
13.04

Total Logistics
Cost (€)

3261.07

Average
Logistics Cost
(€)
0.28

2

981

13.01

17561.49

0.72

709.30

3

211

14.12

3952.74

0.77

163.46

4

58

5.80

2280.15

1.21

70.31

5

367

11.90

4973.25

0.84

309.31

6

103

6.97

2789.11

1.95

200.43

7

250

4.71

12183.03

0.98

245.53

8

1582

10.70

29948.31

0.91

1439.32

9

531

16.95

16097.84

1.07

568.19

10

50

10.97

1096.64

1.15

57.64

11

99

10.56

2586.76

0.52

51.62

12

0

7.68

768.11

0.00

0.00

13

50

9.69

968.73

1.08

54.06

14

108

16.46

1646.00

0.75

80.47

15

0

6.31

630.67

0.00

0.00

16

50

16.42

1641.90

1.15

57.64

17

195

18.22

3644.23

0.87

168.68

18

1

13.22

1322.09

29.31

29.31

Components
B1

B2

765.31

Total

4844

107352.13

19

654

3.57

1026.89

0.33

218.57

20

93

1.16

334.04

0.71

66.45

21

270

2.63

484.75

0.33

90.30

22

214

2.20

421.81

0.12

25.47

23

76

0.68

507.07

0.56

42.45

24

67

0.54

416.74

0.91

60.92

Components
Total
Total

57.65

5028.22

114.50
1374

3191.30

618.66

6218

110543.4

5646.88

Difference

104896.6
Table 15: Logistics Costs As-Is vs. To-Be
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Final Distribution Costs
The distribution of finished goods to customers is not affected too much by the implementation of a
postponement strategy per se. However, depending on where the new assembly location will be selected,
these costs can either increase or decrease depending on how far the location will be to the main market.
MTS
Product
Family

Item Number

A

1

B1

B2

ATO

208

Average
Distribution
Cost (€)
0.31

Total
Distribution
Cost (€)
64.41

Average
Distribution
Cost (€)
0.48

Total
Distribution
Cost (€)
99.14

2

981

0.89

877.44

1.35

1325.79

3

211

0.66

139.74

1.04

220.48

4

58

0.37

21.70

0.58

33.37

5

367

1.11

405.71

1.65

604.03

6

103

2.28

234.72

3.33

342.86

7

250

1.07

268.08

1.59

397.69

8

1582

1.00

1581.57

1.47

2318.73

9

531

1.00

532.56

1.58

840.26

10

50

0.36

17.86

0.56

27.79

11

99

0.40

39.51

0.61

60.27

12

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

13

50

0.36

17.86

0.56

27.79

14

108

0.52

55.88

0.78

83.82

15

0

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16

50

0.51

25.53

0.79

39.73

17

195

0.77

150.82

1.20

233.84

18

1

18.00

18.00

26.00

26.00

Total

4844

19

654

0.38

247.26

0.54

352.56

20

93

0.74

68.65

1.10

102.32

21

270

0.53

142.74

0.75

202.29

22

214

0.42

89.68

0.59

125.44

23

76

0.35

26.59

0.52

39.42

24

67

0.27

18.27

0.40

26.47

Aggregated
Total

Items Sold
(pcs.)

4451.37

6681.58

1374

593.19

848.50

6218

5044.56

7530.08

Difference

2485.52
Table 16: Distribution Costs As-Is vs. To-Be

A Center-of-Gravity and Cross-Median Model Analysis performed by a team of students from Rotterdam
School of Management has identified Aachen, Germany, to be the epicenter of demand (Joudre et al.,
2016). The fact that the current warehouse is conveniently situated in Rotterdam, only ca. 250 km away
from the center of demand, means that distribution costs are relatively low. Since the assembly plant will
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be located with high probability in Eastern Europe, the distribution costs will most likely increase as a result
of the greater distance between the warehousing location and the customers. Table 16 gives an estimation
of the distribution costs in the current situation and if assembly would be performed in the Czech Republic.
Capital Value of Stock
Table 17 provides an overview of the capital value of existing stock at the end of the analysis period.
MTS
Product Family

Item Number

A

ATO

1

# Items on
Stock (pcs.)
42

Capital Value of
Stock (€)
3536.51

# Items on
Stock (pcs.)
2

Capital Value of
Stock (€)
168.41

2

369

31121.35

19

1602.45

3

69

5814.15

89

7499.41

4

335

31286.06

42

3922.43

5

51

4769.94

33

3086.43

6

297

27755.13

97

9064.81

7

2334

293943.14

50

6296.98

8

1218

153644.82

18

2270.61

9

419

52806.67

69

8696.09

10

50

5848.19

50

5848.19

11

146

17096.72

1

117.10

12

100

11702.42

0

0.00

13

50

6549.00

50

6549.00

14

0

0.00

92

12062.77

15

100

13104.05

0

0.00

16

50

7850.08

50

7850.08

17

5

785.01

5

785.01

18

99

15543.16

99

15543.16

Components
Total
B

57358.84
5734

683156.40

766

148721.78

19

0

0.00

626

14840.20

20

195

4595.07

547

12889.75

21

0

0.00

370

8771.37

22

0

0.00

426

10098.92

23

668

10429.86

564

8806.05

24

709

11070.02

573

8946.58

Components
Total
Total

5782.15
1572

26094.95

3106

70135.01

7306

709251.35

3872

218856.79

Difference

490394.5
Table 17: Capital Value of Stock As-Is vs. To-Be
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By optimizing the component replenishment strategy, the Lighting Company can ensure that inventory
costs are minimized. Table 17 already indicated that despite being constricted to produce a minimum
quantity of finished goods, the Lighting Company does not have to produce any finished goods of a certain
item number until demand for that item occurs. That results in low or no inventory for slow moving goods.
Together with the low value of components on stock, the overall capital tied in inventory decreases by an
astounding 70%. Moreover, in the case of fast moving goods, the stock remaining after ATO and satisfaction
of customer demand will be assigned to the next incoming order on a FIFO basis, which translates in
additional decreases of the overall storage costs, as seen from the calculations of logistics related costs.
However, perhaps one of the biggest advantage of postponement implementation in relationship to
inventory keeping is the possibility to minimize its throughput. As mentioned in the previous sections,
luminaires have a product life cycle of only nine months. By maintaining a stock of inventories, the risk of
minimizing obsolete inventory decreases dramatically, since a new model within the same product family
will still use part of the previously used components. That means that if scrapping is required, the value of
the scrapped components will be significantly lower than that of finished goods.
Investment
Implementing a postponement strategy may also require investment in equipment for the new assembly
location. Depending on the facilities and resources available at the logistics service provider it may be that
not all assets need to be purchased. However, since the new assembly location is not yet determined, a
worst-case scenario of investments is depicted in Table 18.
Besides material assets, intangible assets might be required, such as new software. Furthermore, the
Lighting Company will have to provide training to the new employees, take additional measures to ensure
quality control and invest in organizational readiness and goodwill. Last but not least, a smooth transition
to assembly postponement requires additional commitment from the existing employees: advance
planning, handover activities and change management measures, which will cost the Lighting Company
additional manpower and resources. However, since these supplementary costs are difficult to anticipate,
they are left out of scope.
Asset

Qty. (pcs.)

Unit Cost (€)

Total Cost (€)

Electric screwdriver

8

60

480

Dielectric tester

1

1000

1000

Sealing device

1

280

280

Power measuring instrument

1

20

20

Spanner/Wrench

2

15

30

PCB Depanelling machine

1

2000

2000

Tool for applying the thermal silica to the back of PCB

1

200

200

Electric drill

1

50

50

ESD assembly chair

9

50

450

ESD assembly table

2

800

1600

Total

6110
Table 18: Investment for Postponement
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5.4.5 R ECOMMENDATIONS

FOR THE

57

L IGHTING C OMPANY

The first steps of the framework for postponement have already confirmed that the Lighting Company is a
strong contender for postponement implementation. The results of the financial analysis now indicate that
postponement is also a financially sound option.
Despite higher distribution and labor unit costs and the need to invest in new equipment for the assembly
location, postponed assembly results in lower transportation and inventory related costs, as described in
the sections above.
However, the benefits of postponement are not only of monetary nature. Assuming that all components
are available, assembling to order products with low production times does not influence the total delivery
lead time, but may lead to an increase in customer satisfaction because it enables the Lighting Company to
customize products based on the customers’ needs. The product pallet in each family can be increased by
offering a wider variety of product features (e.g. color, performance, accessories) with marginal increases
in the overall stock of components. This may lead to the customer having the feeling of a customized
purchasing experience, where he can mix and match different option to cater for his needs. Furthermore,
assembling only in response to customer orders enhances the company’s flexibility when introducing new
products on the market. As soon as customer needs change or a new feature has been developed by the
R&D department, it can already be introduced in the new production sequence and the product can be
introduced to the market in a timelier manner.
However, a few things should be considered before switching production to ATO.
In the current analysis it is evident that a high volume of shipped components might lead to an increase in
transportation costs. In order to reduce this cost category, the Lighting Company should consider
redesigning the packaging to be able to stack components and save on space, negotiating MOQs with
suppliers in the event of rush deliveries, and redesigning vanilla boxes to reduce space and production time.
Rush costs are a major driver of transportation costs. Optimizing the inventory replenishment model to
ensure less stockout situations can drastically reduce overall costs. A tradeoff between choosing to
transport components by air/sea, increasing the amount of backorders and storing a higher amount of
inventor at the assembly location needs to be made.
When it comes to choosing an assembly location, the distance to the core market plays a very important
role. Distribution times within Europe increase with the movement of the assembly facility further east, so
a location closer to Central Europe is, in this sense, more beneficial. However, the transportation costs are
far less significant in the constellation of total costs. Instead, labor costs seem to have a much bigger weight.
It is recommended that the Lighting Company performs the financial analysis based on multiple logistics
service providers’ quotations to find optimal location that minimizes both distribution cost and labor cost
before deciding on assembly postponement.
Last but not least, the company should invest in mapping the entire value chain (end-to-end system) in a
value stream map, so as to capture alongside the product activities the accompanying management and
information systems. The map of the entire value chain would help to gain insights into the decision flow
behind the luminaire production process, information that is crucial when transferring part of that process
to an assembly plant in Europe.
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At a more general level, it is always advisable to choose the product families with a high degree of
component commonality to ensure a maximum risk pooling effect. At the same time, the postponement
decision should be taken for all product families that utilize the same component basis to ensure that the
risk is spread even more. The analysis also indicates that unit value also plays an important role in the
rollout decision, since the cost savings are more tangible when the unit value is a higher. Last but not least,
if the production of a specific product is labor intensive, the high additional costs in labor at a European
location might overrule the benefits associated with postponement.
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6 C ONCLUSION

AND

R ECOMMENDATIONS

FOR

59

F URTHER R ESEARCH

The following chapter revisits the research questions proposed in Section 1.3 and gives a summary of the
conclusions the research project has reached in regards to each of them. The theoretical and practical
contribution of the research project to related research is summarized in a subsequent section, before
detailing on the limitations of the research endeavor and proposing recommendations for further research
in the final section.

6.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The topics proposed by the research questions proposed in Section 1.3 have been systematically
approached throughout the present thesis.
The first research question proposed identifying the context in which the topic of postponement rose
within the Lighting Company. Chapter two analyzed the lighting industry in general and concluded that the
increase of LED technology adoption, particularly in the general lighting category and on the European
market, the fragmentation of the market and the “creative destruction” phenomenon triggered by
innovative market entrants call the need for product variety and inventive strategies to maintain
competitive advantage. The same chapter analyzed the internal conditions at the Lighting Company and
identified several operational drawbacks that the company is facing: long lead times, difficulties in demand
forecasting and short product life cycles for LED luminaires. These external and internal circumstances
increase the need for a new strategy to capture the benefits of product variety, minimize drawbacks
resulting from managing a larger assortment and maintain a competing edge on the European market, such
as postponement.
Chapter 3 provides the answer to the second research question. Based on recommendations from
previously published research, a framework for postponement implementation is proposed. Scientific
literature identifies high errors in demand forecasting, a high unit value of marketed products and a CODP
further upstream than in the traditional MTS model as prerequisites for postponement. After the decision
for postponement has been made, the framework suggests selecting the appropriate form of
postponement and applying product and process design principles to ensure the efficiency of such a
strategy. After a financial analysis has been performed, the decision to anticipate or postpone can be made.
The following chapter of the thesis proposes first a conceptual, then a detailed design of postponement
implementation at the Lighting Company, providing answers to the Research Questions 3 to 8. Going
through the first steps of the proposed framework, the company is confirmed once more to fulfil the hard
requirements for postponement implementation in the production of two product families for the
European market. By mapping the respective production processes and analyzing the existent product
configuration, standardization of production and components is validated and a high degree of component
commonality is identified, which ensures a solid base for successful postponement implementation. Under
an inventory replenishment strategy that aims at maintaining a customer service level of 98% and
maximizing the risk pooling effects of component commonality, postponement is confirmed to be a
financially viable alternative to the current MTS production policy.
Research Questions 9 and 10 are answered at the end of Chapter 5. Based on the postponement framework
and the financial measures computed with the use of a software support tool, the recommendation to
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postpone is formulated. At the same time, recommendations concerning which product families should be
prioritized for postponement implementation, as well as which other design changes the Lighting Company
must undergo to increase the feasibility of such an attempt are formulated.

6.2 RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION
The present research project has both theoretical and practical relevance.
The proposed framework is not only a powerful tool in aiding postponement decisions, but is also novel to
the scientific literature on postponement, in general, and assembly postponement, in particular. The
recommended step-by-step, funnel-like methodology starts at a broad level, in which the industry
characteristics are to be analyzed, then progresses to a subordinate level, where critical company features
and capabilities are to be identified. If initially the framework states absolute prerequisites for
postponement, the lower levels of the framework are not normative, but are to be interpreted as best
practices on how a company can adjust its current practices to ensure efficiency in postponement
implementation.
The accompanying software support tool proposes selecting an appropriate inventory replenishment
model and simulating ATO operations under these new circumstances. The incorporation of these features
into the mathematical model facilitates a deeper understanding of stock levels fluctuations at component
and finished good levels and refines the normative cost model proposed by Zinn and Bowersox (1988) to
include all inventory related costs. Moreover, the results yielded by the support tool provide managers with
new insights on how postponement could affect company performance and aids them in making a final
decision on postponement implementation.

6.3 LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Despite the fact that the proposed approach is successful in offering preliminary insights on the effects of
assembly postponement, from a scholarly perspective the present research project has its limitations.
First, the decision making framework is designed to have applicability in an array of industries. However,
both the framework and the decision support software tools have been developed with a clear hindsight
on the lighting industry. Whether the topic of postponement in other industries requires accounting of
additional critical factors into the postponement decision framework remains an open question. Further
empirical research is thus required to confirm the robustness of the framework and validate the proposed
approach. Benchmarking this approach to current practices in other industries and gathering input from
other expert subject matters can also contribute to improving the general character of the framework and
its comprehensiveness.
Secondly, the mathematical model employed by the support tool relies on a number of assumptions and
simplifications that were made based on observations in the production processes of the Lighting Company.
As a result of these assumptions, the results yielded by the model may thus differ from those recorded in
real life operations. It is, therefore, imperiously necessary to perform a sensibility analysis of the model,
test its validity and continuously improve it. The easiest way to do so is, on one hand, by applying the model
to further product families and comparing results and, on the other hand, after employing assembly
postponement operations with a restricted number of product families, by capturing the differences in the
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results yielded by the model and the actual operating system. By using real life information, the robustness
of the model may be increased by adding initially neglected/omitted variables, altering the assumed values
of existing variables or making entirely new assumptions.
In regards to the costs that were considered in the research project, it is highly recommended that the
mathematical model employed in the software support tool is extended to account for stockout costs.
Evaluating the effect backorders and lost sales have on costs and profits is crucial, even more so when the
goal of introducing a postponement strategy is to eventually expand the product pallet to include more
options required by the customers and consequently increase customer satisfaction. For the measurement
of these additional costs it is recommended for companies to conduct an analysis of the customer
requirements in terms of product diversity and identify the concrete product features whose increased
diversity would both be feasible and have a concrete impact on revenue.
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8 A PPENDIX
APPENDIX I. DEMAND FORECASTING FOR PRODUCT FAMILY A (PER ITEM NUMBER)

Item Number 1
100

y = 0.555x - 2.518
R² = 0.0812

80
60
40
20
0
-20

Item Number 2
300

y = 1.6337x - 2.7973
R² = 0.1175

250
200
150
100
50
0
-50

Item Number 3
120

y = 0.1776x + 2.3288
R² = 0.0098

100
80
60
40
20
0
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Item Number 4
120

y = 0.1776x + 2.3288
R² = 0.0098

100
80
60
40
20
0

Item Number 5
60

y = -0.0941x + 3.3559
R² = 0.0153

50
40
30
20
10
0
-10

Item Number 6
100
90

y = 0.4132x + 2.6081
R² = 0.051

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
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Item Number 7
45

y = 0.1638x - 0.3018
R² = 0.052

40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
-5

Item Number 8
90

y = 0.3227x + 1.2748
R² = 0.0453

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Item Number 9
450
400

y = -0.4158x + 51.604
R² = 0.0031

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0
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Item Number 10
250

y = -0.9891x + 33.198
R² = 0.0722

200
150
100
50
0
-50

Item Number 11
60

y = -0.0948x + 3.1532
R² = 0.0156

50
40
30
20
10
0
-10

Item Number 12
60
50

y = -0.2345x + 7.1306
R² = 0.0554

40
30
20
10
0
-10
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Item Number 13
16

y = 0.0569x - 0.6757
R² = 0.0624

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
-2

Item Number 14
60

y = -0.0948x + 3.1532
R² = 0.0156

50
40
30
20
10
0
-10

Item Number 15
60
50

y = 0.0688x + 1.8559
R² = 0.0065

40
30
20
10
0
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Item Number 16
60
50
y = -0.0778x + 2.9369
R² = 0.0105

40
30
20
10
0
-10

Item Number 17
70
60
50

y = -0.0187x + 5.8964
R² = 0.0002

40
30
20
10
0

Item Number 18
1.2
1
0.8

y = 0.0028x - 0.027
R² = 0.0351

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
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APPENDIX II: TOTAL DEMAND FORECASTING FOR PRODUCT FAMILY A

Product Family A
600

y = 1.3748x + 112.18
R² = 0.0091

500
400

Total

300

Linear (Total)

200
100
0

APPENDIX III: DEMAND FORECASTING FOR PRODUCT FAMILY B (PER ITEM NUMBER)

Item Number 1
450
400
y = 1.8896x + 19.327
R² = 0.0122

350
300
250
200
150
100
50
0

Item Number 2
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
-20
-40
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Item Number 3
160
140
120

y = -0.289x + 18.856
R² = 0.002

100
80
60
40
20
0

Item Number 4
160
140
y = -0.4118x + 15.856
R² = 0.0039

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Item Number 5
40
35
30

y = 0.4757x - 0.1307
R² = 0.0602

25
20
15
10
5
0
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Item Number 6
70
60
50
y = 1.128x - 2.4379
R² = 0.1458

40
30
20
10
0
-10

APPENDIX IV. TOTAL DEMAND FORECASTING FOR PRODUCT FAMILY B

Total
450
400
350
300

y = 6.291x + 34.013
R² = 0.0668

250
200
150
100
50
0
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APPENDIX V: VBA CODE FOR INBOUND TRANSPORTATION CALCULATION
Option Compare Text
Sub outbound()
Dim i, j, k, l, eol, eoc, eoc1, eoc3, eoc4 As Double
Dim count, count1, customs, qty As Double
Dim a As String
eol = Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(1, Columns.count).End(xlToLeft).Column
eoc = Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
eoc2 = Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
eoc4 = Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(1, 28).Value = "Volume of Shipment"
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(1, 29).Value = "Transportation Cost of Shipment"
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(1, 30).Value = "Inbound Order/Container Costs"
For i = 2 To eoc
a = Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 3).Value
For j = 3 To eoc4
If Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(j, 1).Value = a Then
If Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(j, 17).Value = 0 Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 28).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 5).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(j, 6).Value), 0) * Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(j, 15).Value)
Else
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 28).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 5).Value) /
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(j, 17).Value), 0) * Val(Worksheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(j, 21).Value)
End If
j = eoc4
End If
Next j
If InStr(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 2).Value, "AIR") > 0 Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 15).Value = "air"
If Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 7).Value = "" Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 7).Value = Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 1).Value + 7
End If
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For j = 3 To eoc2
If Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(j, 4).Value = a Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = Val(Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(j, 10).Value)
* Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 5).Value)
j = eoc2
End If
Next j
If Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = "" Or Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value)
= 0 Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 28).Value) *
Val(Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(1, 10).Value)
End If
ElseIf InStr(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 2).Value, "SEA") > 0 Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 15).Value = "sea"
If Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 7).Value = "" Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 7).Value = Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 1).Value + 49
End If
For j = 3 To eoc2
If Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(j, 4).Value = a Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = Val(Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(j, 8).Value) *
Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 5).Value)
j = eoc2
End If
Next j
If Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = "" Or Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value)
= 0 Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 28).Value) *
Val(Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(1, 8).Value)
End If
Else: Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 15).Value = "train"
If Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 7).Value = "" Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 7).Value = Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 1).Value + 28
End If
For j = 3 To eoc2
If Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(j, 4).Value = a Then
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Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(j, 9).Value *
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 5).Value
j = eoc2
End If
Next j
If Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = "" Or Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value)
= 0 Then
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 29).Value = Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 28).Value) *
Val(Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(1, 9).Value)
End If
End If
Next i
'gas measurement calculation, once every 20 containers
'order administration,t-document harbor to warehouse, customs clearance costs
count1 = 0
For i = 2 To eoc
count = 0
customs = 0
qty = Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 5).Value)
Do While Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i, 2).Value = Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i + 1, 2).Value
count = count + 1
qty = qty + Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(i + 1, 5).Value)
i=1+i
Loop
count1 = count1 + 1
If count - 1 > 0 Then
customs = count - 1
Else: customs = 0
End If
If count1 Mod 20 = 0 Then 'every 20th container gets a gas measurement, assume no container needs
ventilation
For j = i - count To i
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 30).Value = (50 + 42.5 + 5 * customs + 22.5 + 45) / qty *
Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 5).Value)
Next j
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Else: For j = i - count To i
Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 30).Value = (50 + 42.5 + 5 * customs + 22.5) / qty *
Val(Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 5).Value)
Next j
End If
Next i
End Sub
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APPENDIX VI: VBA CODE FOR DISTRIBUTION COSTS
Sub outbound()
Dim i, j, k, l, x, m As Double
Dim eoc, eoc1, eoc2, eoc3 As Double
Dim transp, transp2 As Double
Dim country, originalcountry As String
Dim weight, weight1, volume, zip, count As Double
Dim indivweight() As Variant
Dim a As String
Dim outbound As Double
outbound = 12.5
Sheets("Sales File").Cells(7, 81).Value = "Transp Cost to Customer from Rotterdam"
Sheets("Sales File").Cells(7, 82).Value = "Transp Cost to Customer from CM"
Sheets("Sales File").Cells(7, 83).Value = "Order Transmission Cost"

eoc = Worksheets("Country Codes").Cells(Rows.count, 2).End(xlUp).Row
eoc1 = Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(Rows.count, 2).End(xlUp).Row
eoc2 = Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(Rows.count, 2).End(xlUp).Row
weight1 = 0
For i = 8 To eoc1
transp = 0
transp2 = 0
count = 0
weight = 0
Do While Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(i, 11).Value) = Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(i + 1,
11).Value)
count = count + 1
i=1+i
Loop
ReDim indivweight(0 To count + 1)
x=1
For j = i - count To i
For l = 1 To eoc2
If Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 24).Value = Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(l,
1).Value Then
If Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(l, 17).Value = "" Then
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If Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(l, 16).Value = "" Then
weight1 = Val(Sheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 21).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(l, 6).Value) * Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(l, 11).Value)
Else: weight1 = Val(Sheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 21).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(l, 6).Value) * Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(l, 16).Value)
End If
Else: weight1 = Val(Sheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 21).Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(l, 17).Value) * Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(l, 22).Value)
End If
weight = weight + weight1
indivweight(x) = weight1
x=x+1
l = eoc2
End If
Next l
Next j

For j = 1 To eoc
If Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(i, 19).Value = Worksheets("Country Codes").Cells(j, 1).Value Then
zip = Val(Left(Worksheets("Country Codes").Cells(j, 7).Value, 2))
'For now all countries are substituted by Germany because of lack of supplier zip codes
'remove substitute variable originalcountry when data becomes available
originalcountry = Worksheets("Country Codes").Cells(j, 4).Value
country = "DE"
If country = "PL" Then
country = "CZ"
End If
If country = "BG" Then
country = "RO"
End If
eoc3 = Worksheets(country).Cells(Rows.count, 2).End(xlUp).Row
For m = 10 To eoc3
If weight <= Val(Worksheets(country).Cells(m, 4).Value) Then
For k = 6 To 120
If Val(Worksheets(country).Cells(8, k).Value) = zip Then
transp = Val(Worksheets(country).Cells(m, k).Value)
If originalcountry = "CH" Then
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transp = transp + 50
End If
k = 120
End If
Next k
m = eoc3
End If
Next m
eoc3 = Worksheets("DE").Cells(Rows.count, 2).End(xlUp).Row

'The code below is now not entirely accurate. To match for the distance Pardubice-Aachen (the
sales' focal centre)
'we now calculate for the distance Rotterdam-Dresden. Copy code from above when the info is
available to calculate
'the exact price form Pardubice to the clients
For m = 10 To eoc3
If weight <= Val(Worksheets("DE").Cells(m, 4).Value) Then
transp2 = Val(Worksheets("DE").Cells(m, 44).Value)
If originalcountry = "CH" Then
transp2 = transp2 + 50
End If
m = eoc3
End If
Next m
j = eoc
End If
Next j

x=1
For j = i - count To i
If weight <> 0 Then
Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 81).Value = transp * indivweight(x) / weight
Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 82).Value = transp2 * indivweight(x) / weight
End If
Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 83).Value = outbound / (count + 1)
x=x+1
Next j
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Next i
End Sub
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APPENDIX VII: VBA CODE FOR THE FINANCIAL ANALYSIS AS-IS VS. TO-BE
Option Explicit
Option Compare Text
Sub Summary()
Dim x As Single
Dim i, j, k, e, f, l, m, n, p, z, y, w, countout, countin As Double
Dim a, c As String
Dim eoc, eoc1, eoc2, eoc3, eoc4, eoc5, eoc6, eoc7, eoc8, eoc9, eol, eol2 As Double 'these variables count
the number of non-empty lines or rows in a sheet
Dim TotalRevenue, totqty, totqtytot, totmatcost, totlaborcost, totcosteu, totlogcost, totdistrcost, totinv,
totcap, totprofit, totcapcomp As Double 'revenue variable
Dim volume, avgvol, cartons, toproduce, weeklyprod As Double
Dim orderoutboundcost, orderinboundcost, loading, unloading, matcostunit, matcost, laborcost As
Double 'cost variables
Dim customs, gasmeasurement As Double
Dim costeuropallet, europallet, transpinbound, transpoutbound, storage, orderinbound, orderoutbound
As Double 'warehousing variables
Dim palletpickingoutbound, cartonpickingoutbound, palletunloading, cartonunloading, shrinkwrapping,
storageeuropallet, storageblockpallet As Double 'warehousing variables
Dim euro, LaborChina, LaborCM, seaship, seashipCM, container As Double ' global variables
Dim datenow, dateone, RunDate As Date 'start and finish of time frame
'initiate global variables
LaborChina = 2
'labor cost of a Chinese Worker per hour, in Euro
euro = 0.13404
'exchange rate euro to chinese rmb
seaship = 18
'cost of sea shipment per m3
container = 67.6
'volume of a 40 ft container, in m3
europallet = 0.8 * 1.2 * 2
'volume of a euro pallet, in m3
dateone = DateValue("November 1,2015") 'beginning of simulation
datenow = DateValue("July 1,2016")
'end of simulation
'find sheet extremeties to use in searching loops
eoc1 = Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(Rows.count, 2).End(xlUp).Row
eol = Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(1, Columns.count).End(xlToLeft).Column
eoc5 = Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
eoc8 = Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
eoc9 = Worksheets("Shipments").Cells(Rows.count, 2).End(xlUp).Row
eoc6 = Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
eoc = Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
'clear sheets, add headings
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Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells.Clear
Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(1, 1).Value = "As-Is Analysis"
Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(1, 1).Font.Bold = True
Worksheets("Components").Cells.Clear
Worksheets("Components").Cells(1, 1).Value = "Component"
Worksheets("Components").Cells(1, 2).Value = "Utilized Components"
'create arrays for 2nd part of analysis
Dim components() As Variant
Dim products() As Variant
Dim demand() As Variant
Dim stdev2() As Variant
Dim totaldemand() As Variant
Dim matcostunitarray() As Variant
Dim componentstransit() As Variant
Dim inventory() As Variant
Dim storagefg() As Variant
Dim transpoutfg() As Variant
Dim loadingfg() As Variant
Dim orderoutboundfg() As Variant
Dim laborcostfg() As Variant
ReDim inventory(1 To eoc - 1, 1 To eol)
'vector to keep track of finished goods on stock
ReDim products(1 To eoc - 1, 1 To eol)
'vector to keep track of item numbers
ReDim matcostunitarray(1 To eoc - 1, 1 To eol)
ReDim components(1 To eoc8 - 7, 1 To 7)
ReDim componentstransit(1 To eoc8 - 7)
ReDim storagefg(1 To eoc - 1, 1 To eol)
ReDim transpoutfg(1 To eoc - 1, 1 To eol)
ReDim loadingfg(1 To eoc - 1, 1 To eol)
ReDim orderoutboundfg(1 To eoc - 1, 1 To eol)
ReDim laborcostfg(1 To eoc - 1, 1 To eol)
For i = 1 To eoc8 - 7 ' change the 7 with 2+the number of packaging material you have, keep packaging
always at the end of the table
'keep track of MOQ
components(i, 1) = Val(Sheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(i + 2, 5).Value)
'keep track of the product family the component belongs to
components(i, 7) = Val(Sheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(i + 2, "AB").Value)
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'keep track of component lead time to the China facility
components(i, 3) = Val(Sheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(i + 2, 6).Value)
'keep track of component price
components(i, 4) = Val(Sheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(i + 2, 7).Value)
'keep track of number of pieces per carton - at this point is one
components(i, 5) = Val(Sheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(i + 2, 13).Value)
'keep track of carton volume (at this point it is the component volume alone*2)
If Val(Sheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(i + 2, 11).Value) = 0 Then
components(i, 6) = avgvol * 2
Else:
components(i, 6) = Val(Sheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(i + 2, 11).Value) * 2
End If
Next i
'calculate unit material costs
j=0
For i = 1 To eol
a = Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(1, i).Value
For k = 2 To eoc
If Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(k, i).Value <> "" Then
matcostunit = 0
products(k - 1, i) = Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(k, i).Value
For l = 1 To eoc6
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l, 1).Value = a Then
eol2 = Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + 1, Columns.count).End(xlToLeft).Column
f=2
For e = 2 To eol2
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + 1, e).Value = products(k - 1, i) Then
Do While Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, 1).Value <> ""
If Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value) <> 0 Then
c = Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, 1).Value
For z = 3 To eoc8
If Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, 1).Value = c Then
'add packaging to total material cost
matcostunit = matcostunit + Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value) *
Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, 7).Value)
z = eoc8
End If
Next z
End If
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f=f+1
Loop
e = eol2
End If
Next e
l = eoc6
End If
Next l
matcostunitarray(k - 1, i) = matcostunit
j=j+1
Else: products(k - 1, i) = 0
End If
Next k
Next i
ReDim totaldemand(1 To j)
ReDim stdev2(1 To j)
w = Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp((datenow - dateone) / 7, 0)
ReDim demand(1 To w + 8, 1 To j) 'vector to keep track of demand, forecasts, means and standard
deviation
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'As-Is Analysis
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'initiate as-is variables
orderoutbound = 12.5
'cost of order administration outbound based on EDI, per order
orderinbound = 22.5
'Order administration inbound based on manual input
palletpickingoutbound = 3.75
'cost of Full pallet picking, packing and loading (EURO, BLOCK), per
pallet
cartonpickingoutbound = 0.85
'cost of picking & packing master carton, per carton
palletunloading = 3.75
'cost of Unloading and put-away single SKU pallets, per pallet
cartonunloading = 0.45
'cost of Unloading/palletizing/put away cartons loose loaded cartons (max
5 SKU's per container, max weight 23kg), per pallet
shrinkwrapping = 2.85
'cost of shrink-wrapping, if required, per pallet
storageeuropallet = 1.15
'Euro pallet (0.80 x 1.20 mtrs) storage per week or part (max. height 2
meter)
storageblockpallet = 1.53
'Block pallet (1.00 x 1.20 mtrs) storage per week or part (max. height 2
meter)
costeuropallet = 5.75
'cost of one way europallet
'customs related charges and clearance, gas measurement per container calculated in another file, the
amounts proportionally distributed across the total items in container
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'Preparation of customs documents outbound process (T1, EXA, etc.)? (per document) - not in script!!
TotalRevenue = 0
'initiate as-is cost analysis for each product family; go through the list horizontally for product families,
vertically for item numbers
For i = 1 To eol
a = Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(1, i).Value
'add headers to As-Is Analysis
eoc4 = Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 1).Value = a
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 1).Font.Bold = True
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 1).Value = "Item Number"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 2).Value = "Total Quantity Sold (pcs.)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 3).Value = "Revenue (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 4).Value = "Unit Material Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 5).Value = "Total Material Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 6).Value = "Unit Labor Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 7).Value = "Total Labor Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 8).Value = "Average Transportation Cost to Europe (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 9).Value = "Total Transportation Cost to Europe (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 10).Value = "Average Logistics Cost per Item (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 11).Value = "Total Logistics Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 12).Value = "Average Distribution Cost per Item (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 13).Value = "Total Distribution Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 14).Value = "# Items Currently on Stock (pcs.)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 15).Value = "Capital Value of Stock (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 16).Value = "Unit Profit from Sold Items (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 17).Value = "Total Profit from Sold Items (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 18).Value = "Total Labor Cost White Collar (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 3, 19).Value = "Total Quantity Inbound (pcs.)"
eoc2 = Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(Rows.count, i).End(xlUp).Row
y=0
'go through the list of item numbers
For k = 2 To eoc2
If Val(products(k - 1, i)) <> 0 Then 'avoids errors when a blank cell is in the middle of the column
y=y+1
'initiate variables for each item number
countin = 0
'number of items shipped
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countout = 0
'number of items sold
matcostunit = 0
'material cost per unit, calculated based on component prices
orderoutboundcost = 0
'Order administration outbound cost based on EDI
storage = 0
'storage cost, assume loose packages
loading = 0
'Picking & packing master carton cost
transpoutbound = 0
'transportation cost from Rotterdam to customer
transpinbound = 0
'transportation cost from China
orderinboundcost = 0
'Order administration inbound based on manual input
unloading = 0
'Unloading/palletizing/put away cartons loose loaded carton (assuming orders
are rarely the size of a pallet)
'identify purchase orders for each item number and copy it on the respective product family sheet
For j = 8 To eoc1
If Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 24).Value = products(k - 1, i) And Left(Worksheets("Sales
File").Cells(j, 12).Value, 3) <> "Res" And Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 9).Value <= datenow Then
countout = countout + Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 21).Value)
'keep track of
sold items
orderoutboundcost = orderoutboundcost + Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, "CE").Value)
'keep track of outbound costs
transpoutbound = transpoutbound + Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, "CC").Value) 'keep
track of transportation costs from Rotterdam to customer
'calculate loading costs on Euro pallet at outbound, assume carton pick at outbound, cartons
always gross cartons (since ideally that would always be the case)
'calculate storage cost based on volume, assume cartons stacked on Euro pallets
For m = 1 To eoc5
If Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 1).Value = products(k - 1, i) Then
loading = loading +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Worksheets("Sal
es File").Cells(j, "AV").Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 6).Value), 0) *
cartonpickingoutbound + Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j,
"AV").Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 6).Value), 0) * Val(Worksheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 15).Value) / europallet, 0) * (costeuropallet + shrinkwrapping)
If Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value = "" Or Val(Worksheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value) = 0 Then
storage = storage Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Worksheets("Sal
es File").Cells(j, "AV").Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 6).Value), 0) *
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 15).Value) / europallet, 0) * storageeuropallet *
(Val(datenow - Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 16).Value) / 7)
Else
storage = storage Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Worksheets("Sal
es File").Cells(j, "AV").Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value), 0) *
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Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 21).Value) / europallet, 0) * storageeuropallet *
(Val(datenow - Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(j, 16).Value) / 7)
End If
m = eoc5
End If
Next m
End If
Next j
'copy number of sold items
eoc4 = Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 1).Value = products(k - 1, i)
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 2).Value = countout
'account for number of incoming products to Europe
For j = 1 To eoc9
If Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 3).Value = products(k - 1, i) And Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 7).Value
<= datenow Then
countin = countin + Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 5).Value)
transpinbound = Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 29).Value) + transpinbound
orderinboundcost = orderinboundcost + Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 30).Value)
For m = 1 To eoc5
If Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 1).Value = products(k - 1, i) Then
If Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value) = 0 Or Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value = "" Then
storage = storage + (datenow - Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 1).Value) *
(Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 5).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 6).Value) *
Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 15).Value) / europallet) * 1.85
unloading = Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j,
5).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 5).Value), 0) * cartonunloading +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Sheets("Shipmen
ts").Cells(j, 5).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 5).Value), 0) * Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 10).Value) / europallet, 0) * (shrinkwrapping + costeuropallet)
Else: storage = storage + (datenow - Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 1).Value) *
(Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j, 5).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value) *
Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 21).Value) / europallet) * 1.85
unloading = Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Sheets("Shipments").Cells(j,
5).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value), 0) * cartonunloading +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Sheets("Shipmen
ts").Cells(j, 5).Value) / Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value), 0) * Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 21).Value) / europallet, 0) * (shrinkwrapping + costeuropallet)
End If
m = eoc9
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End If
Next m
End If
Next j
'calculate the number of components utilized for the investigated period
For j = 1 To eoc6
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(j, 1).Value = a Then
eol2 = Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(j + 1, Columns.count).End(xlToLeft).Column
f=2
For e = 2 To eol2
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(j + 1, e).Value = products(k - 1, i) Then
Do While Sheets("BOMs").Cells(j + f, 1).Value <> ""
If Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(j + f, e).Value) <> 0 Then
c = Sheets("BOMs").Cells(j + f, 1).Value
eoc7 = Worksheets("Components").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
x=0
For n = 1 To eoc7
If Worksheets("Components").Cells(n, 1).Value = c Then
Worksheets("Components").Cells(n, 2).Value =
Val(Worksheets("Components").Cells(n, 2).Value) + countin * Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(j + f,
e).Value)
n = eoc7
x=1
End If
Next n
If x = 0 Then
Worksheets("Components").Cells(eoc7 + 1, 1).Value = c
Worksheets("Components").Cells(eoc7 + 1, 2).Value = countin *
Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(j + f, e).Value)
End If
End If
f=f+1
Loop
e = eol2
End If
Next e
j = eoc6
End If
Next j
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'calculate total revenue and costs
For j = 1 To eoc5
If Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(j, 1).Value = products(k - 1, i) Then
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 3).Value = countout * Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(j, 4).Value)
TotalRevenue = TotalRevenue + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 3).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 6).Value = Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(j,
3).Value) / 3600 * LaborChina
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 7).Value = countin * Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(j, 3).Value) / 3600 * LaborChina
If countin - countout > 0 Then
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 14).Value = countin - countout
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 15).Value = (countin - countout) * Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(j, "W").Value)
Else
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 14).Value = 0
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 15).Value = 0
End If
j = eoc5
End If
Next j
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 4).Value = matcostunitarray(k - 1, i) * euro
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 5).Value = countin * matcostunitarray(k - 1, i) * euro
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 9).Value = transpinbound
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 11).Value = orderinboundcost + unloading +
orderoutboundcost + loading + storage
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 13).Value = transpoutbound
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 17).Value = Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1,
3).Value) - Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 2).Value) * (Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 +
1, 4).Value) + Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 6).Value) + Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 8).Value) + Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 10).Value)) + Val(Sheets("Cost
Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 12).Value)
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 19).Value = countin
If countin <> 0 Then
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 8).Value = transpinbound / countin
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 10).Value = (orderinboundcost + unloading +
orderoutboundcost + loading + storage) / countin
Else:
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 8).Value = 0
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 10).Value = 0
End If
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If countout <> 0 Then
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 12).Value = transpoutbound / countout
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 16).Value = Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 +
1, 17).Value) / countout
Else:
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 12).Value = 0
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 1, 16).Value = 0
End If
End If
Next k
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Select
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 1).Value = "Totals"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 2).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 2), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 2)).Value)
totqty = totqty + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 2).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 3).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 3), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 3)).Value)
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 5).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 5), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 5)).Value)
totmatcost = totmatcost + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 5).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 7).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 7), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 7)).Value)
totlaborcost = totlaborcost + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 7).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 9).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 9), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 9)).Value)
totcosteu = totcosteu + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 9).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 11).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 11), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 11)).Value)
totlogcost = totlogcost + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 11).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 13).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 13), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 13)).Value)
totdistrcost = totdistrcost + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 13).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 14).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 14), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 14)).Value)
totinv = totinv + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 14).Value
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Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 15).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 15), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 15)).Value)
totcap = totcap + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 15).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 17).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc4 + 2 - y, 16), Cells(eoc4
+ 1, 16)).Value)
totprofit = totprofit + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 2, 16).Value
Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Rows(eoc4 + 2).Font.Bold = True
Next i
'calculate as-is profit/loss
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 1).Value = "Totals"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 2).Value = totqty
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 3).Value = TotalRevenue
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 5).Value = totmatcost
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 7).Value = totlaborcost
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 9).Value = totcosteu
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 11).Value = totlogcost
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 13).Value = totdistrcost
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 14).Value = totinv
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 15).Value = totcap
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 16).Value = totprofit
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 4, 18).Value = (datenow - dateone) / 7 * 40 * LaborChina * 4
Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Rows(eoc4 + 4).Font.Bold = True
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'To-Be Analysis
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'add heading to-be analysis
Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 6, 1).Value = "To-Be Analysis"
Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc4 + 6, 1).Font.Bold = True
Dim capital, laborwhitecollar, b0, b1, sumx, sumy, xavg, yavg, SumReg1, SumReg2 As Double
'initiate to-be variables
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LaborCM = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(7, 2).Value
orderoutbound = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(26, 2).Value
'cost of order administration
outbound based on EDI, per order
orderinbound = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(18, 2).Value
'Order administration inbound
based on manual input
palletpickingoutbound = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(27, 2).Value
'cost of Full pallet picking,
packing and loading (EURO, BLOCK), per pallet
cartonpickingoutbound = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(28, 2).Value
'cost of picking & packing
master carton, per carton
palletunloading = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(20, 2).Value
'cost of Unloading and put-away
single SKU pallets, per pallet
cartonunloading = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(19, 2).Value
'cost of Unloading/palletizing/put
away cartons loose loaded cartons (max 5 SKU's per container, max weight 23kg), per pallet
'!careful: now shrinkwrapping assumes to be same for inbound and outbound, if different create new
variable
shrinkwrapping = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(21, 2).Value
'cost of shrink-wrapping, if
required, per pallet
costeuropallet = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(39, 2).Value
storageeuropallet = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(23, 2).Value
'Euro pallet (0.80 x 1.20 mtrs)
storage per week or part (max. height 2 meter)
storageblockpallet = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(24, 2).Value
'Block pallet (1.00 x 1.20 mtrs)
storage per week or part (max. height 2 meter)
gasmeasurement = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(13, 2).Value
customs = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(31, 2).Value + Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(32, 2).Value +
15
seashipCM = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(43, 2).Value
laborwhitecollar = Worksheets("CM Details").Cells(44, 2).Value
'initiate inventory variables
avgvol = Application.WorksheetFunction.Average(Sheets("Component
Characteristics").Range("K3:K40").Value)
'in m3, for the components with no volume info we use a
temporary substitute
Dim volumetotal() As Variant
Dim rushvolumetotal() As Variant
Dim componentcost() As Variant
Dim componentcapital() As Variant
Dim storagecomp() As Variant
Dim unloadingcomp() As Variant
Dim reorder() As Variant
Dim sumss() As Variant
Dim forecastedcomponentdemand() As Variant
ReDim volumetotal(1 To eol)
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ReDim rushvolumetotal(1 To eol)
ReDim componentcost(1 To eol)
ReDim componentcapital(1 To eol)
ReDim storagecomp(1 To eol)
ReDim unloadingcomp(1 To eol)
ReDim sumss(1 To eoc8 - 7)
ReDim forecastedcomponentdemand(1 To eoc8 - 7, 1 To 2)
ReDim reorder(1 To 3, 0 To 0)
'vector to keep track of incoming components
'calculate new unit material costs and initiate inventory array for finished goods
j=0
For i = 1 To eol
a = Worksheets("Analysis Products").Cells(1, i).Value
For k = 2 To eoc2
If products(k - 1, i) <> "" Then
matcostunit = 0
For l = 1 To eoc6
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l, 1).Value = a Then
eol2 = Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + 1, Columns.count).End(xlToLeft).Column
f=2
For e = 2 To eol2
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + 1, e).Value = products(k - 1, i) Then
Do While Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, 1).Value <> ""
If Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value) <> 0 Then
c = Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, 1).Value
For z = 3 To eoc8
If Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, 1).Value = c Then
'add packaging to total material cost
'assumption: packaging cost twice as expensive in Europe
If Left(c, 9) = "Packaging" Then
matcostunit = matcostunit + Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value) *
Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, 7).Value) * 2
Else
matcostunit = matcostunit + Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value) *
Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, 7).Value)
End If
z = eoc8
End If
Next z
End If
f=f+1
Loop
e = eol2
End If
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Next e
l = eoc6
End If
Next l
matcostunitarray(k - 1, i) = matcostunit
j=j+1
End If
inventory(k - 1, i) = 0
storagefg(k - 1, i) = 0
transpoutfg(k - 1, i) = 0
loadingfg(k - 1, i) = 0
orderoutboundfg(k - 1, i) = 0
laborcostfg(k - 1, i) = 0
Next k
Next i
'make first order of components
For i = 1 To eoc8 - 7 ' change the 7 with 2+the number of packaging material you have, keep all packaging
at the end of the table
volume = 0
cartons = 0
'keep track of inventory levels
components(i, 2) = components(i, 1)
'calculate inbound costs (for now only calculate with individual volumes, since data missing
volume = components(i, 6) * components(i, 2)
componentcost(components(i, 7)) = components(i, 1) * components(i, 4) +
componentcost(components(i, 7))
'this is at this point also just one piece per carton. Replace with an if clause to see if more cartons in
master box
cartons = Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(components(i, 2) / components(i, 5), 0)
storagecomp(components(i, 7)) = volume / europallet * storageeuropallet * (datenow - dateone) / 7 +
storagecomp(components(i, 7))
unloadingcomp(components(i, 7)) = volume / europallet * (costeuropallet + shrinkwrapping) + cartons
* cartonunloading + unloadingcomp(components(i, 7))
volumetotal(components(i, 7)) = volumetotal(components(i, 7)) + volume
Next i

'Start analysis
RunDate = dateone
w=1
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Do While RunDate <= datenow
'add incoming components
If UBound(reorder, 2) > 0 Then
k=1
Do While k <= UBound(reorder, 2)
If RunDate <= reorder(2, k) And RunDate + 7 > reorder(2, k) Then
volume = 0
cartons = 0
components(reorder(3, k), 2) = components(reorder(3, k), 2) + reorder(1, k)
'calculate inbound costs
volume = components(reorder(3, k), 6) * reorder(1, k)
componentcost(components(reorder(3, k), 7)) = reorder(1, k) * components(reorder(3, k), 4) +
componentcost(components(reorder(3, k), 7))
'!replace when master box info available
cartons = Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(reorder(1, k) / components(reorder(3, k), 5),
0)
storagecomp(components(reorder(3, k), 7)) = volume / europallet * storageeuropallet *
(datenow - RunDate) / 7 + storagecomp(components(reorder(3, k), 7))
unloadingcomp(components(reorder(3, k), 7)) = volume / europallet * (costeuropallet +
shrinkwrapping) + cartons * cartonunloading + unloadingcomp(components(reorder(3, k), 7))
volumetotal(components(reorder(3, k), 7)) = volumetotal(components(reorder(3, k), 7)) +
volume
'Reduce the array of incoming components
For i = 1 To 3
For j = k To UBound(reorder, 2)
reorder(i, j - 1) = reorder(i, j)
Next j
Next i
ReDim Preserve reorder(1 To 3, 0 To UBound(reorder, 2) - 1)
Else
k=k+1
End If
Loop
End If
'check each week if in 7 weeks + lead time there would be enough components on stock to produce
average demand
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If RunDate <> dateone Then
'perform regression to calculate expected demand in the following 7 weeks
For j = 1 To UBound(demand, 2)
SumReg1 = 0
SumReg2 = 0
sumx = 0
sumy = 0
b1 = 0
b0 = 0
If w - 12 <= 0 Then
k=1
Else
k = w - 12
End If
For i = k To w - 1
sumx = sumx + i
sumy = sumy + demand(i, j)
Next
xavg = sumx / (w - k)
yavg = sumy / (w - k)
For i = k To w - 1
SumReg1 = SumReg1 + (demand(i, j) - yavg) * (i - xavg)
SumReg2 = SumReg2 + (demand(i, j) - yavg) ^ 2
Next
stdev2(j) = SumReg2 / (w - k)
If SumReg2 = 0 Then
b1 = 0
Else
b1 = SumReg1 / SumReg2
End If
b0 = yavg - b1 * xavg
For i = 1 To 8
If b0 + b1 * (i + w - 1) > 0 Then
demand(i + w - 1, j) = b0 + b1 * (i + w - 1)
Else: demand(i + w - 1, j) = 0
End If
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Next i
Next j
For i = 1 To UBound(forecastedcomponentdemand)
For k = 1 To UBound(forecastedcomponentdemand, 2)
forecastedcomponentdemand(i, k) = 0
Next k
Next i
k=1
For i = 1 To UBound(products, 2)
For j = 1 To UBound(products)
If Val(products(j, i)) <> 0 Then
'erase old demand calculations
totaldemand(k) = 0
'calculate total demand for finished goods in upcoming 7 weeks
For l = w To w + 7
totaldemand(k) = demand(l, k) + totaldemand(k)
Next l
'calculate amount of components that means

For l = 1 To eoc6
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l, 1).Value = Sheets("Analysis Products").Cells(1, i).Value Then
eol2 = Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + 1, Columns.count).End(xlToLeft).Column
f=2
For e = 2 To eol2
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + 1, e).Value = products(j, i) Then
Do While Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, 1).Value <> ""
c = Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, 1).Value
If Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value) <> 0 Then
For z = 3 To eoc8 - 5
If Sheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, 1).Value = c Then
forecastedcomponentdemand(z - 2, 1) = Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f,
e).Value) * totaldemand(k) + forecastedcomponentdemand(z - 2, 1)
sumss(z - 2) = (Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value) * stdev2(k)) ^ 0.5
z = eoc8 - 5
End If
Next z
End If
f=f+1
Loop
e = eol2
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End If
Next e
l = eoc6
End If
Next l
k=k+1
End If
Next j
Next i
For i = 1 To UBound(components)
forecastedcomponentdemand(i, 2) = sumss(i) * Application.WorksheetFunction.NormSInv(0.98)
Next i

'

'

For i = 1 To UBound(components)
sum the amount of incoming components in the meanwhile
If UBound(reorder, 2) > 0 Then
y=0
For j = 1 To UBound(reorder, 2)
If reorder(3, j) = i Then
y = y + reorder(1, j)
End If
Next j
End If
y=0
If components(i, 2) + y < forecastedcomponentdemand(i, 1) + forecastedcomponentdemand(i, 2)

Then
ReDim Preserve reorder(1 To 3, 0 To UBound(reorder, 2) + 1)
If components(i, 1) > forecastedcomponentdemand(i, 1) + forecastedcomponentdemand(i, 2) components(i, 2) - y Then
reorder(3, UBound(reorder, 2)) = i
reorder(1, UBound(reorder, 2)) = components(i, 1)
reorder(2, UBound(reorder, 2)) = RunDate + (7 +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(components(i, 3) / 7, 0)) * 7
Else
reorder(3, UBound(reorder, 2)) = i
reorder(1, UBound(reorder, 2)) =
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(forecastedcomponentdemand(i, 1) +
forecastedcomponentdemand(i, 2) - components(i, 2) - y, 0)
reorder(2, UBound(reorder, 2)) = RunDate + (7 +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(components(i, 3) / 7, 0)) * 7
End If
End If
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Next i
End If
p=1
weeklyprod = 0
For i = 1 To UBound(products, 2)
For j = 1 To UBound(products)
If products(j, i) <> 0 Then
demand(w, p) = 0
'identify purchase orders for each item number and copy it on the respective product family sheet
For k = 8 To eoc1
If Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 24).Value = products(j, i) And Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k,
9).Value >= RunDate And Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 9).Value < RunDate + 7 Then
demand(w, p) = demand(w, p) + Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 21).Value)
'!!
orderoutboundfg(j, i) = orderoutboundfg(j, i) + Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k,
"CE").Value)
'keep track of outbound costs
transpoutfg(j, i) = transpoutfg(j, i) + Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, "CD").Value) 'keep
track of transportation costs
'is there enough on inventory or do we need to produce the MOQ for production
If inventory(j, i) >= Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 21).Value) Then
inventory(j, i) = inventory(j, i) - Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 21).Value)
For m = 1 To eoc5
If Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 1) = products(j, i) Then
If Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value) = 0 Or Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value = "" Then
storagefg(j, i) = storagefg(j, i) Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(Val(Worksheet
s("Sales File").Cells(k, "AV").Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 6).Value), 0) *
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 15).Value) / europallet, 0) * storageeuropallet *
(Val(datenow - Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 16).Value) / 7)
Else: storagefg(j, i) = storagefg(j, i) Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(Val(Worksheet
s("Sales File").Cells(k, "AV").Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value), 0) *
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 21).Value) / europallet, 0) * storageeuropallet *
(Val(datenow - Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 16).Value) / 7)
End If
m = eoc5
End If
Next m
Else
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toproduce = Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 21).Value) - inventory(j, i)
'assumption: MOQ production: 100 for product family A and 640 for product family B
'corresponds to 50% of MOQ at the Chinese production facility, to change if other family
If i = 1 Then
toproduce = (Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(toproduce / 100, 0) + 1) * 100
Else: toproduce = (Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(toproduce / 640, 0) + 1) *
640
End If
For l = 1 To eoc6
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l, 1).Value = Sheets("Analysis Products").Cells(1, i).Value Then
eol2 = Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + 1, Columns.count).End(xlToLeft).Column
For e = 2 To eol2
If Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + 1, e).Value = products(j, i) Then
f=2
Do While Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, 1).Value <> ""
If Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value) <> 0 Then
c = Sheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, 1).Value
'subtract used components from componenent inventory, calculate material
cost
For z = 3 To eoc8 - 5
If Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, 1).Value = c Then
'change when master box info available
volume = components(z - 2, 6) * toproduce
storagecomp(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z,
"AB").Value)) = storagecomp(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, "AB").Value)) volume / europallet * storageeuropallet * (datenow - Date) / 7
components(z - 2, 2) = components(z - 2, 2) - toproduce *
Val(Worksheets("BOMs").Cells(l + f, e).Value)
'maybe not enough components on stock? check if rush delivery:
'sum the amount of incoming components in the following week
If UBound(reorder, 2) > 0 Then
y=0
For n = 1 To UBound(reorder, 2)
If reorder(3, n) = z - 2 And reorder(2, n) <= RunDate + 14 And
reorder(2, n) >= RunDate Then
y = y + reorder(1, n)
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End If
Next n
End If
y=0

If components(z - 2, 2) + y < 0 Then
If 0 - (components(z - 2, 2) + y) < components(z - 2, 1) Then
m = components(z - 2, 1)
Else
m = 0 - (components(z - 2, 2) + y)
End If
components(z - 2, 2) = m + components(z - 2, 2)
componentcost(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z,
"AB").Value)) = componentcost(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, "AB").Value)) +
components(z - 2, 5) * m
volume = volume + components(z - 2, 6) * m
cartons = Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(m / components(z 2, 7), 0)
storagecomp(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z,
"AB").Value)) = volume / europallet * storageeuropallet * (datenow - dateone) / 7 +
storagecomp(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, "AB").Value))
unloadingcomp(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z,
"AB").Value)) = volume / europallet * (costeuropallet + shrinkwrapping) + cartons * cartonunloading +
(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, "AB").Value))
rushvolumetotal(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z,
"AB").Value)) = rushvolumetotal(Val(Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(z, "AB").Value)) +
volume
End If
z = eoc8
End If
Next z
End If
f=f+1
Loop
e = eol2
End If
Next e
l = eoc6
End If
Next l
'adjust FG inventory
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inventory(j, i) = inventory(j, i) + toproduce - Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k,
"AV").Value)
'calculate loading costs on Euro pallet at outbound, assume one order per one or more
pallets
'calculate storage cost based on volume, assume cartons stacked on Euro pallets
'calculate labor cost
For m = 1 To eoc5
If Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 1)) = products(j, i) Then
If Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value) = 0 Or Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value = "" Then
loadingfg(j, i) = loadingfg(j, i) +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, "AV").Value) /
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 6).Value), 0) * cartonpickingoutbound +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Worksheets("Sal
es File").Cells(k, "AV").Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 6).Value), 0) *
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 15).Value) / europallet, 0) * (costeuropallet +
shrinkwrapping)
storagefg(j, i) = storagefg(j, i) +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(inventory(j, i) /
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 6).Value), 0) * Val(Worksheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 15).Value) / europallet, 0) * storageeuropallet * (Val(datenow Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 16).Value) / 7)
Else: storagefg(j, i) = storagefg(j, i) +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(inventory(j, i) /
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value), 0) * Val(Worksheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 21).Value) / europallet, 0) * storageeuropallet * (Val(datenow Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, 16).Value) / 7)
loadingfg(j, i) = loadingfg(j, i) +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Worksheets("Sales File").Cells(k, "AV").Value) /
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value), 0) * cartonpickingoutbound +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(Val(Worksheets("Sal
es File").Cells(k, "AV").Value) / Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 17).Value), 0) *
Val(Worksheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 21).Value) / europallet, 0) * (costeuropallet +
shrinkwrapping)
End If
'add 10% inefficiency factor
laborcostfg(j, i) = laborcostfg(j, i) + toproduce * Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(m, 3).Value) * 1.1 / 3600 * LaborCM
weeklyprod = toproduce * Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(m, 3).Value) * 1.1
+ weeklyprod
m = eoc5
End If
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Next m

End If
End If
Next k
p=p+1
End If
Next j
Next i
eoc7 = Worksheets("Components").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
Worksheets("Components").Cells(eoc7 + 1, 1).Value = "Required Operators Week " & w
Worksheets("Components").Cells(eoc7 + 1, 2).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundUp(weeklyprod / 3600 / 40, 0)
RunDate = RunDate + 7
w=w+1
Loop
'calculate components on stock
Worksheets("Components").Cells(1, 3).Value = "Components on Stock"
Worksheets("Components").Cells(1, 4).Value = "Value of Components on Stock"
Worksheets("Components").Cells(1, 5).Value = "Components in Transit"
Worksheets("Components").Cells(1, 6).Value = "Value of Components in Transit"
For i = 2 To eoc7
For j = 3 To eoc8 - 5
If UBound(reorder, 2) > 0 Then
For k = 1 To UBound(reorder, 2)
If reorder(3, k) = j - 2 Then
componentstransit(j - 2) = componentstransit(j - 2) + reorder(1, k)
End If
Next k
End If
If Worksheets("Component Characteristics").Cells(j, 1) = Worksheets("Components").Cells(i, 1).Value
Then
Worksheets("Components").Cells(i, 3).Value = components(j - 2, 2)
Worksheets("Components").Cells(i, 4).Value = components(j - 2, 2) * components(j - 2, 4) * euro
componentcapital(components(j - 2, 7)) = components(j - 2, 2) * components(j - 2, 4) * euro +
componentcapital(components(j - 2, 7))
Worksheets("Components").Cells(i, 5).Value = componentstransit(j - 2)
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Worksheets("Components").Cells(i, 6).Value = componentstransit(j - 2) * components(j - 2, 4) *
euro
j = eoc8 - 5
End If
Next j
Next i
Worksheets("Components").Rows(1).Font.Bold = True
'copy financial values on analysis page
TotalRevenue = 0
totmatcost = 0
totlaborcost = 0
totcosteu = 0
totlogcost = 0
totdistrcost = 0
totinv = 0
totcap = 0
y=0
For i = 1 To UBound(products, 2)
capital = 0
z=0
eoc = Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 2, 1).Value = Sheets("Analysis Products").Cells(1, i).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 2, 1).Font.Bold = True
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 1).Value = "Item Number"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 2).Value = "Total Quantity Sold (pcs.)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 3).Value = "Revenue (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 4).Value = "Unit Material Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 5).Value = "Total Material Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 6).Value = "Unit Labor Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 7).Value = "Total Labor Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 8).Value = "Average Transportation Cost to Europe (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 9).Value = "Total Transportation Cost to Europe (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 10).Value = "Average Logistics Cost per Item (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 11).Value = "Total Logistics Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 12).Value = "Average Distribution Cost per Item (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 13).Value = "Total Distribution Cost (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 14).Value = "# Items Currently on Stock (pcs.)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 15).Value = "Capital Value of Stock (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 16).Value = "Total Capital Value of Component Stock (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 17).Value = "Postponement Investment (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 18).Value = "Labor Costs White Collar (€)"
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' Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 19).Value = "Unit Profit from Sold Items (€)"
' Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 20).Value = "Total Profit from Sold Items (€)"
For j = 1 To UBound(products)
If products(j, i) <> 0 Then
y=y+1
z=z+1
totqty = 0
eoc = Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(Rows.count, 1).End(xlUp).Row
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 1).Value = products(j, i)
For k = 1 To UBound(demand) - 8
totqty = totqty + demand(k, y)
Next k
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 2).Value = totqty
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 4).Value = matcostunitarray(j, i) * euro
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 5).Value = matcostunitarray(j, i) * totqty * euro
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 7).Value = laborcostfg(j, i)
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 11).Value = orderoutboundfg(j, i) + loadingfg(j, i) +
storagefg(j, i)
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 13).Value = transpoutfg(j, i)
If totqty <> 0 Then
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 10).Value = Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 11).Value
/ totqty
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 12).Value = Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 13).Value
/ totqty
Else
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 10).Value = 0
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 12).Value = 0
End If
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 14).Value = inventory(j, i)
For k = 3 To eoc5
If Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(k, 1).Value = products(j, i) Then
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 3).Value = totqty * Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(k, 4).Value)
'add 10% inefficiency factor to production time
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 6).Value = Val(Sheets("Product Characteristics").Cells(k,
3).Value) * 1.1 / 3600 * LaborCM
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 15).Value = inventory(j, i) * Val(Sheets("Product
Characteristics").Cells(k, "W").Value)
capital = capital + Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 1, 3).Value)
k = eoc5
End If
Next k
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End If
Next j
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 2, 1) = "Shared Costs (€)"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 2, 9).Value = volumetotal(i) * seashipCM / container +
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(volumetotal(i) / container / 20, 0) * gasmeasurement +
rushvolumetotal(i) * Val(Worksheets("Freight Rates").Cells(1, 10).Value)
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 2, 11).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(volumetotal(i) / container, 0) * orderinbound +
unloadingcomp(i)
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 2, 16).Value = componentcapital(i)
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 1).Value = "Totals"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 2).Value = Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost
Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 2), Cells(eoc + 2, 2)).Value)
totqtytot = totqtytot + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 2).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 3).Value = Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost
Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 3), Cells(eoc + 2, 3)).Value)
TotalRevenue = TotalRevenue + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 3).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 5).Value = Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost
Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 5), Cells(eoc + 2, 5)).Value)
totmatcost = totmatcost + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 5).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 7).Value = Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost
Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 7), Cells(eoc + 2, 7)).Value)
totlaborcost = totlaborcost + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 7).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 9).Value = Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost
Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 9), Cells(eoc + 2, 9)).Value)
totcosteu = totcosteu + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 9).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 11).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 11), Cells(eoc +
2, 11)).Value)
totlogcost = totlogcost + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 11).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 13).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 13), Cells(eoc +
2, 13)).Value)
totdistrcost = totdistrcost + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 13).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 14).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 14), Cells(eoc +
2, 14)).Value)
totinv = totinv + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 14).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 15).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 15), Cells(eoc +
2, 15)).Value)
totcap = totcap + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 15).Value
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Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 16).Value =
Application.WorksheetFunction.Sum(Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Range(Cells(eoc + 2 - z, 16), Cells(eoc +
2, 16)).Value)
totcapcomp = totcapcomp + Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 16).Value
' Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 20).Value = Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 3).Value) Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 3).Value) * (Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 4).Value) +
Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 7).Value) - Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 9).Value) Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 11).Value) - Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 13).Value))
' Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 19).Value = Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 20).Value) /
Val(Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 3, 2).Value)
Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Rows(eoc + 3).Font.Bold = True
Next i
'calculate as-is profit/loss
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 1).Value = "Totals"
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 2).Value = totqtytot
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 3).Value = TotalRevenue
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 5).Value = totmatcost
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 7).Value = totlaborcost
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 9).Value = totcosteu
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 11).Value = totlogcost
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 13).Value = totdistrcost
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 14).Value = totinv
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 15).Value = totcap
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 16).Value = totcapcomp
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 17).Value = Sheets("Investment").Cells(13, 2).Value
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Cells(eoc + 5, 18).Value = w * laborwhitecollar * 4
Worksheets("Cost Analysis").Rows(eoc + 5).Font.Bold = True
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Rows(eoc4 + 7).Font.Bold = True
'end code by returning to analysis page
Sheets("Cost Analysis").Activate
End Sub
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